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!. The stUderit will teepgniie _that people get energy-ffroin.focids,
The student Fill discuss hoW=food-heiPs'hinfthetwb*-and-play.,,T -

-.1The student Will reco-grOefthat Airaiiimals_jleid,enefg.ffem food
to-AO' w

The-student will-trace food energy to theStm_. -_,-
;

Suggested Time: ,72-20 minute =

I ,

I
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Puppet-bf-Energy Aiit-7, Energy Ant filmstrip- #1* apple-;
, , L

picture-of sUn, labelect-tards,itfing -- - _

/ 1,F..4. _ - __-_-- -, \,-
,,- ,/ '

- r ---!' . A
.-

__. _-` ..--- _-__"..-i_ _
- .

. ' T--- r eacher Notes: _ ,, , , = '
'

t. - ,

This activity illustrates the, tichr of energy- through the foodAchain -which :provides the -
%.,'\ Ar 'ability for people to 'think, work, and play_ -Fclod can be thought-i0fli-aS'ilfueld tor tne

body, just as gasoline is fuel for an automobile. It -it jrnPortant -leitall_lisbfhat_t,be..".
energy of our bodies comes-originallybom the sun through the foOd--e-hain--1\1-.-,

1--- _,-f-_-..,.:'

\
Teaching Suggestions. _ .

Show Energy Ant filmstrip #1. Introduce an Energy Ant puppet to the;studerits-* an
example-of an organism that-is like-us in that-it, too, needs plenty of eriergy-tb keep it
going. Ask: "Where does Energy Ant- get its energy? Wher; do we get ours?"-ShoW\-thern
an apple. Ask: "Where does the apple get its energy?" (Or "How -did it grow") Show a
.picture of the sun- to illustrate that it is-the source of energy for _plants which provide..,

food for animals, and people. Discuss all the-things people%can do-becauseof- the -rood.
,they eat. 1,0

Using pupils to represent the components, construct a ;moder-011,-a food chain or food
web. Prepare cards with labels such as sun, green plants, Asshopp_erefrog, bird, snake,
fish, cow, person. Make as many components as you like, butI always indludefsuri, green -

plants, a plant eater (herbivore), a. meat eater (carnivore), and a person; Assign_th&cards_
to pupils,.1-1ave the two pupils representing the sun and/ reen Plants hold a length of
string between them. Nbw connect one of the herbivores t the plants; follow this pith a
carnivore linked to the herbivore Continue linking the cprnponents with string.' As more
and more components are added, cros-s-links between the herbivores and carnivores begin
to be evident and the food weheoricept is developed. ASk: "Why is the sun necessary for (.

'all-life?"

t,
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.dthonalAetivitles; ,t

_
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i;; Neuss 'i.vlia(haPpeni- i.'v , do not get ihe'proper amounfof food tO:eat, or_ do4nOtg t
/,-- the_ right_ kinds of_ food:(F/eel- tired, sluggish, lazy,_ etc,) Compare this 'with- a machine thit

,

1,1" does mit get the right kind of fuel.- Bnng out the fact, that children in)riany --parts of-the
. ._ , . ...--..

world do not have food to eat:,
I--:- . s ,

11'*Available prom National Audiovisual Center
'Washington, Dc 20409

=
Adapted from a-module
=preParid by-DOuna-Eari
Uniontown School District
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Discipline: Science, Social Studies

Objectives:

The students will trace the steps required` to bring a..:harnburger to he table.

uggested Tirne: One class peliod

aterials Needed:

Teac Suggestions:

sheet; Breaking the Food

Have.students comp le
. = .

he activity:Sheet. Discuss results.



REAKI
-so easy to go -to the supermarket and-

pick up a gallon of milk or a pound of ham--
burger that-we don't =stop to_think about the
energy it takes to produce the food we eat.
The growing of crops and the_ processing,

transporting, papkaging, storing, mark ting;
and preparing of_food all use large -amo -ants-of energy resciurces._ Let's take -a look
these links of the-"food chain."

ENERGY ALONG THE FOOD CHAIN

Oh the diagram below, trace the strps required td bring a hamburger to your table. Number the
stepi in the left hand, box and put an X in the right hand box at each step, that uses fossil fuel
energy resources (Coal; petroleum, naturargas).

a Irrigation
1:U-chemical fertilizers
e:pasueldes

a. plowing =e. cultivating
b. planting = a. harvesting

eating.grain

aughter hbbse operation transp
cattle

PciOdESSOf4

L displaying d. cooling
b. storin a. selling
e. wrapping

FOLLOWING THE LINKS

In the spaces below, put the numbers of the ste0 di the food chain that are required in the pro-
ductkm of:

rs

a quart of milk omatoes from your garden

a loaf of bread x.i.ima a TV dinner

a can of tomato soup fresh produce from a farmer's Stand



Grade LeVeL =

Discipline: Science

;Objectives
.

The students will recognize that the sun is a source of energy and heat

Suggested Time:-
.cw

30 minutes class tin, .1 hour 30 minutes to check and record results
A

'Materials Needed:

0

-..
2 styrofoam cups,. 2, thermometers, cold water, recOrd sheet, -Our,Big Heater cOlonng
sheet

-- ,
Teacher Notes: r

.:..----f ---

.

-- The children -should' liv-e- a basicunderstanding ib fiin anb er-S-iXO:100.- They- thciiild-lcnow -

that the higher. the mercury on a thermometer, iliel=Watinerllielerriperature. A day with
--,_ , %

hot sun is necessary to. show clear results. ''i--,--. _ - -----_-, ._ . _

.

Teaching Suggestions .
_- ._ - ,

Ask: "How many ways can you think of to get Watin?-!-Idit,responses on board. Ask:
"Can the sun really make things warmer?, How do we measure how warm something
really is?" Fill two cups with exactly the same aMount of .,Cold water and put .a
thermometer in each cup. Choose two children to read the thermom e4-s and record the
temperature on the individual record sheets which follow, Write lun on one cup and
put it in the Sun. Write "Shade" on the second cup and put it in the sha Ti 15 minutes
cheek the temperature in Z-ach cup and 'record on the record sheets. Cheek and record
temperatures :again in,. 30-minutes and 60 minutes. Discuss -findings at the end of 60
minutes. Lead children to draw the conclusion that the sun warmed the water and is thus
a source of heat and energy. Discuss how the heat from the (sun warms the ground,
air, water, and everything its rays touch. Have children colorthe sheet "Our Big Heater.".

V

Adapted from an activity
by Barbara Lania, Edgeworth
Elementary School, Sewickley, PA
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Grade Level:

DisdpItnes:- Science,

Objectives.

;

'Language-Arta

'' ,, , ftis . -.
The student will be abl o list soiree of the primary sources of en rgy that are traceable to-the

:A - .
--

The wilgtudent. l be able to =explain how same of the:-"primary sources: of energyTare related to
_

the n '

u e qed Time 40 minutes. .-_-

.

Materials Needed:

Sainples- or pidtures of.the following sun, fosSiLfue
wind, tides,-green-leaves green pisantwood,

TeaCher Notes: ,

k

coal, oil -natural gas) fag1 water,_

--=solThe sun, as the "Mother Star" of Our solar ;ystem, is the s nrce of almost unbelievable
..- .,,
-amounts of energy", ;The sun releases energy, into space in-the forth of ray's or waves of
radiation. Visible light, heat, and radio Waves pass- throughrthe earth's atmosphere:in-just-,-
the right amounts necessary:to .sustain life,

The sun heats the' 'arid and the oteans, and creates the'currents,.-the wind, and the waves-. ., ...
. evaporates water, providing the energy Tor the earth s water cycle7.The Water that fallsearth's
as rain feeds the rivers and the streams that turn water wheels and-turbiris[of hydro-

.

. ----.

electric plants. Radiant energy, 'is changed to storecrchemical energy by Me process
of,photosynthe$is, that takes place in.the cells of green- plants It is this srchenlical energy
that is stored in coal, oil, and natural gag', d's well as in the food that the plants produce.

10

Teaching Suggestions:

Pass around several samples of food (candy bars, peandts;apples, Oranges, canned food,
cereal, etc.) and discuss what they do f6sr our bodies. (Among other-things, they provide
energy for our bodies.) Indicate that they contain stored .-chemical energy for our bod'
Ask:. "Where did they get, the chernical. energy,?" Attempt to lead them into the con
that the plants ini:iolved used the sun's energy in the production of food.

, a

Tjaen examine samples (or rtictures if samples are not available) of the fossil fuels and
,wood. Discuss how these might be related to the snn,ireminding them thatthe fossil fuels
are considered to be our major entirgy source arthe present 'time,

6



Then examine pictures of rain, falling. water, tides, and wind action and attempt to
determine how they are caused by solar energy.

4

After, making a list of these energy sources that difectly related to solar eriei
have the students write a sentence Or two (with teacher guidance where necessary)

.

explaining the relationship' of each to the sun. Also have the students make
drawipgs related to 4each of these energy sources. A bulletin boagl display could be
developed from this, with pieces of yarn stretching from a big yellow paper sun to
each of the pictures

Additional Activ
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GradeLeVel: 4-6

Disciplines: Science and Social Studies

Objectives: The students will be able to trace energy sources to
the sun.

Suggested Time: One class period

Materials Needed.

11111hpalC14,,y It All 1 j 11 Al) NI I .II. 1 I., I. I .

1 cacher Notes:

Most ul 111, cu,16, lu 4/ti1 ...../1.11 L. .1,01. AI, 1,

energy are those fr-rn whi.:11 energy ,,a.1 be di.cL(ly telt Ascii Lad Ased Sc,4.1.1 /111-, es
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TRANSPARENCY
IT ALL STARTS WITH THE SUN

FhIMA1Y

SOURCES

1 1 1 k 1 I

eiC hi, 11



ACTIVITY MASTER

IT ALL STARTS WITH THE SUN

Where go each of these fit in the Flow of Energy from the Sun?

Wind Sun Fossil Fuel Coal Peat Wood Oils Electrici

Natural Gas Falling Water Fertilizer er Plant I Iglit bun.,

Geothermal tiyrlroelectrfc Plant Soft i. ett solar Piudl lid,

hatbilic AULuffiobile 1.1431" ILA f Ili S. 1 1 , j i 1 4 I A 1 1 I t )11 bl,,I,

Waste

S4. lArLe Palau) soarce 4144;4 l.. ..a ,



ACTIVITY MASTER

IT ALL 4TARTS WITH THE SLTN

ANSWER SHEET

Where do each of hese fit in -the Flow of Energy from the Sun?

Wind Sun Fossil Fuel Coal Peat Wood Oil tle,liiLiiy

Natural (jai, I-alling Wale! he 1 er ?owe, ?I.1111 light bulb

, Llud,u41 it) ,li,,,l..., i,i.. l'laut S,,i-u k ..11 1 Y1, 11,1 11.1,.

11.11-11116 A ..1,+1111A+11, 11.11., 11v111 Cu, 11 , , ,11 31,41,

WJ;.,1,- 11...,1

4.1. Al

;10.:( 116111 bun.

/11u14..wob

(,cli W.1y14 ii 11

1'{1111 is





Grade Level: I

Language Arts. Social Studies

Objectives:,

rhe student will he able 1.0 1.11S4,11:43 11OW i n1141111; k i I 1,, I 1141

jobs that once had to be done by muscle power slope
The student will teLogn1Le (hal 111c:i0.; toua113 11,,m1 11

S1.118gC5(Cd 111111:. aLl 1111,111(4,:l

Fillh,tAti,

41..
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111/1,11,__ 114, 411A,111,11118 ,A4 41,1 1,11 ,
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PUT A SUN{ _AROUND THE THI GS THAT USE ENERGY OUTDOORS



DRAW A HOUSE AROUND THE THINGS THAT USE ENERGY IN YOUR HOME



HOW M Y ENERGY USERS CAN YOU FIND?



I



Grade Level;

Disciplines:

Objective-i:

Art L iguage Arts

he student Will use energy LliaraLicis tU make ea, howl olii1x5 al.,10111.

and conservation

Suggested I (,,

titottt. %At ti
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ONtERVATION CAT

FT'S COOL
TO CONSERVE
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Grade Level:

_

iscipline: Language Arts

Objective:

Studenti will complete an energy crossword puzzle.

Suigesied Time: One class period

Materials Needed

=

_

ms,Sword puzzle, Energy: The Sustaining -force

_Teaching Suggestions:

Have students complete the Pu=le-that_foll6ws =

27



ER:GY: THE SUSTAINING FORCE OF LIFE _

CLUES

Acro

2.

28

Down

1. The , which includes the
--earth`s..cst and surrounding air, _sup-

ports all plant and animal life.

3 Energy sources made of plant and

is a fossil fuel that is obtained
from the earth and used to heat our
homes and run our cars.

.=was ak source of heat for our
great-grandparents.

animal remairis that were buried millions
of years ago are called , fuels.

5. Scientist's are exploring the uses of
nuclear as an energy source.

The process by which plants change
the sun's energy into food is called

is the force that draws all objects
toward the center of the earth.

is the capacity to do work.

energy is' the source of all life
'on earth.' We.. can use this energy. lo
beat our water and our homes. .

An abundant, supply of
is found in Pennsylvania and West
Virginia.

O. Natural is a clean fuel
used in homes and factories, and is

becciMing more expensive and hard
-- to find.



The students will discuss the finite urces ©f the planet earth.

nested Time: - 30 minutes

Materials Needed:



,

Pick w sandi-ipot or an area where the grass is spree and short, and lay down a rope to form a

circle, about 20 fed ii 'diameter`. Scatter about, three small handfuls of black -beans inside thd circle.-
. __

Ask every other player to step' inside: thech-cle. Then ask each inside player to pick up one bean,
.

.. , , _

away`
___

call it one energy unit, and throw it Do this three titres..
4

= Say that has _been good, and the population has increased. Ask half of the remaining

players to step inside the circle.:Have,students inside the circle continue to pick up and throwaway

energy units Then-ask the reinairiirig'-players to step inside the circle.- Have all students continue to

pick up and- discard - energy units until they are very scarce or completely used up.

Disetiss the behavior of thd-players. bid some begin to _pick up more than one bian at a time

- and hoard the resources? Did they hide some beans? 1

- Now -using short pieces ofrOpe,. divide_ the circle into continents ,of different sizes. Scatter

beans unequally so that 'one of the Smallest areas has the largest number; some of the larger areas,'

scant numbers; and some big deposits he close to the boundary rope. Repeat the above game,

confining students to their own continents. All sorts of parallels to the distribution, of energy
resources can be noted in this game. Do some players move the boundary rope slightly to get at the

-- _ _ _-
beans -on" the other -side? -Dii-sinie filafers-eroWd-cint others? Whathappens -when- players-of-one

continent completely exhaust their supply -of beans? Do otherS voluntarily share? Discuss the

behavior of the player, and the parallels with energy resources in the world today,

The Green Machine (A relay game

Divide the class into groups of three. One person in.each group is the sun, one is a clover, and

one is a rabbit. The leader is the Green Machine. The sun people must carry, one a time on a
one
spoon, sunbeams (rocks) to the claVers. As soon as a clover has 5 sunbeams, it can trade them for a

leaf at the Green Machine. (Leaves may be real or imaginary.) They carry the leaf to the rabbit, and

this gives the rabbit enough energy to make one rabbit hop toward the finish line. The first rabbit

to the.finish line wins





Th6 student will examine a series of t s ncies orpictures ilhistrating the effects of energy.
FrOrn :this- examination; the student Will develop a-definition of energy. The student WilLbe -=
able to identify several ways that e_ nergy was used in the past and in the present. The student
will be able to identify several examples of the effects of energy in his/her= immediate
environment:- -=

Suggested Tim

Materials Needed:

One or two class periods

-

head -Projector,- illustrations that-follovi-or si

-Teacher Notes:
... 4

pic res

In order to understand the "everywhere" Of energy, students need to 'sense how it affects
the daily life of every person. Throu out history, people have developed sources of
energy to work for them-Aarly-_ ns had -only-;the-ffitrength-pf-their_ .bodes, pnmitive
tools, and tamed animals to work for heni. They used the energy of wind to move sailing
vessels, and the energy of Water to turn . Later, with the invention. of the steam

_engine, steam could be used to run machines. The discovery of electricity created another
important way of using ,energy. Sp did the invention of the gasoline engine . A new era in
the use' of energy was entered.with the application ofnuclear-and solar energy.

is important to differentiate between energy and the effects of energy. Many types of
energy cannot beSeen; only the effects of the energy (Motion and change) can be
observed. For example, eiectricai-energy-Cannot-be--seen-;--only- the-work -created-by.'
that cue can. ti'e observed.

Teaching Suggestions:

The illustrations "at the end of this ac

1. early caveman
early colonial mille
early sailor
Indian starting a fire by using
the friction heat from a turning
stick
Conestoga wagon and team
railroad steam engine
xylophone player
nuclear submarine

y show the following:

9. Franklin's kit experiment
10. early colonial blacksmith
11. potato farmer
12. automobile driver
13. boy drinking water
14. camera taking pictures
S. man hunting animals



Use an, overhead projector to show these.or other -appropriate pictiires--to the class Ask
the-following discuSSion qtieSti-ons:='

What is happening in each picture? ove ent or change)
What is moving or changing? ,

What is causing these things to happen? water, fire, muscles, steam, etc.)
What do you think it is that-is causing all the movement and change? (energy)
What is each movement and change called ?-(work)

'Try now to make-- your' own definiton of energy. (Have students, in pairs- or singly,
- construct written definitions of energy. Share these together.

_

After. this, students will-probably ave to be given the scientific definition of energy and_
work. Energy is the ability to do work. Work is the movement of matter from one pdint
to another. Ask these additional discussiOn questions.:

_Can-you_think,of ther th. addition_to_thepictures already_ owl-Lithe-contain
energy?
How can you .tell? (They make something move or change.)
Can you think of anything that does not contain energy?
(Discuss. List those which t re is some disagreement and keep for future. lessons.

Additional Activities:

Have' small groups construct pos ers or booklets or murals which illustrate energy via
drawings and pictures.

Have each student, or _pairs of students, demonstrate what energy is using present-day
-ideas and ,activities. Encourage students to use imaginations in working up their
demonstrations..
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e cience, Language Arts, Social Studies-

Olajectiv'es: _

The student will be able to identify examples-13f work. The student

work as usefull,wasteful, or !lawful.
T

Suggested Time: , 20 minutes

terials Needed:

be ab elassi

Scientists define work as a piish or pull (a,fdrce ) - that eauses.arilorbject or substan ce to

.Move or change in some way._Many. kinds. ki&*tii-k:40done in thd.lyorld-Without peo

beLng involved. Examples; plant i growini,ainf dr*g clothes, wateraalls moving. ks.

But pedple also work, and make machines-to work for theni, Some of the work people.do

isUiefulsomeis -wasteful '---andis6me:r.is _harmful. Examples; use. nstruction;

wastefulleaving lights on when not use; harmfulexploding bomps, .",,

Have two stirdents'_pull tightly on opposite ends of a rove while remaining berfecfly still.
Ask: Is airy ;work being done? If one student pulls the other over, has an work: been_

done? ,

Have students visit the playground-and-make a-list-of-thedifferent-way
actually-workFin the sc7iefitifiCsense.

..
.

Have students make a list of cxenples cif work, and then4alassifyi_ into the categonies

useful, wasteful, or 'harmful. Do some ypes of work fit more thin one category? Are

other categories needed?.
.

Additional Activities :
.-,

.

ave each student:pantorn type mirk while the other studentitry uess,what
, ,,,

type of work it isIftive sornbrie tO: olkthey,know ildrk was actually dope.
-,_ ,-... ., y - 1 , , y

....-
Play a game by having a student give a verb indicating some type of work, Have

in the class make a complete sentence using the verb. The verbs can be writte

which the students pick.

he others
,
on cards

Adapted frorn.triergy; A Teacher's Introdiialon to Elie gy and

Energy :Coniervation, , -Ohio- Department of Ed cation,

; -t -Columbusi;,-0 .



r-

a,
-= Objectives:

-The student will Coristriic
and-the'work done-.

Suggested Time: One:Iss period

Materials Needed:

.'iRxibber bands empty wooden spool; two woOden inatchea-
. .one slightly shorter than he diameter of the spool and one

thick-Wax-washer 'ciit-frorn-a-pieVes---of-c

Teacher_NOtes:
=

Energy 3s so basic t=hat nothing moves or is acecimplishid without i

cltiiig- Suggestions:
- -- .

Drive the nail Into one= end of the spool, about 1/S ineli Emir- the hole. Cut a 1/4 inchc- ...,

,thick-slab from the' encktOcandle. Make a-fibl'e in the center where the wick was
ThiLd .the-- rubber band through :tile hole in the wax washer ancrthe_liple in the spool;,
loop_ it over the-large stick at the end with the wax wasberind over the small stick at the
end with the nail.-:Ityindahe:large-tick about Ill?! 20 turns, place'the spoeil on a flat
surface, and release it. The spool should move forward at a slow,evexiate.-

r -

.`;
Rubber band

aii
ergo Stick

::Small Stick :7

Discussions concerning entry and work can
power plants. Disou-Ssion questions: --

Washer

generated while wor1r.ing:NithA

, .Why doeglhe spool move? What is its source of en gy? Whit was the`work perforriied bk-
the -plant? HOW could_we get the plant to perform more.work? Can Yon thin° k of.ally way,

that we might pioduce a similar but4onger P4Wer plant? If the power plant did not move,.r- ,
Would any work have beep pi-oljAedr-

:: ,7-- : ', -If r plantvdid not move, wonld-there'still have been energy presents Answer
subseq on on potential and kinetic energy.) -' , ,.

.-

Adapted from Our World of nergy, Philadelphia Electric
,Company, 1 }19
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Grade Level:

Disciplines: Science and Math

Objectives:

The student will be able to compute the amount of work performed in an'experiment, define
work as being force times distance, and label work in the proper units.

Suggested Time: One class period for activity

Materials Needed:

Stack of about 10 books pci student, inlet ykud sLaks slaalls ..oincs of
tables to record information

Teacher Notes:

Work, the ov,Alient 01 all objc,..I. Ii0111 011,- t.11401111,Li by

force times distance. the farther an objck.1 1, inovei flt.i/o gieatel the tolcc used, the
gloater is the amount of work don,: A , 0,11,,,,,,, ..)'SICIII 100...0 In 14.11111l5 and

diStaiiCt; i.1 le(It ; thus the untt of wink in 'kat (tic foot pouhii

1 A-a...lib's SuggeStioaka

A.-UM>, 1

have ca .31,1,1, I 0 I

C,diStdu, 11111 111s/11, desk .1) 1, ; la 111 .;

the stild,iits iht, live pun l.l. u1 ()out., 11, ei sta I, thk, fluid besme kiesk

nave ca4h ,,tudel.t lilt t I book k.,1, IL the LICA t01) RL1,0111

111t.,nl,lallul, u11 ,.I \ 1111 A 11, 1/)II,,.1 )k6

ttilk A
weic,fri Oi.

5 lbs.
10 lbs

8111 ,1 t. i AA, I e I e a A I,.

DIS I Ai\at
sOLSt% 1OP ABOVE I I )(.ii HAA,

i I. 1.

I tic
A`hk ,11.1 lk II

all l ,t1 11,.111 pi 611. , L1

tier ,.5 O.) iltr:
knd yuii .1 A.



Which creates more work: 5 books moved 50 feet or 100 books moved 2 feet? ssuine
that each book is the same weight.
Can you illustrate a situation in which more force would create less work? Less force
would create more work?
Can you think of a way which has been found so that you need less energy ti pedal a
bicycle? Would this change the work'?

Activity 2

Have each student determine his weight (gidynalional pull) l'ituLl .1011Way

and have three or four students determine the amount of rise 111 eaLli step and the number
of steps. Record this information on the Llialkhuaid by multiplying the amount iti I he III
ede11 step by the ',umbel ut LIAJ,:1111111C. 1.11c .1111ti1.4111 01 101d1 11s.. 111 (lie A.11W.1
Have each student record t11is on hisiher table

thiv Caeti .studkAii wall. up 1 1 AAA) .,11,,4 Iii 4,1,11 altid41,1 11111.... .1111,,,i,1t

of work lie /she did Iii walking up 111 t. stal.,vay itudent multiply
(weight) times distance (total Hs,: ot stairway) H,:ord this on the tabs._ Each student
might record information it, ill ()1 tivL mole. student., tt.,1 111. 1./{1f1,0yi: ()1

401n 1011

fli. .11 111 1, 1 1

kik I. rOUNDS OTSTANCE IN. FEET IV, iLt! ,el
STUDENT'S WEIGH X (TOTAL RISE OF STAIRWAII NUMBER ...)1; FOO 1) 0LINDS1

Wheie J., ).11 L ..,) I 1

What 1-43 die t that ,,:z.ulteLl 3.
Suppose uaed 111 vl4 vuLUl 01 e!....A11111.,1 1. %to L11 ,) 11,1

up the .,.tailL,kiy UVu.1ld you use mole e. I s.n ltv hen

L;St,

It you ti,L,cleJ a I .. .,1,

v. ,uld 1,t1 !Wyk 1.ak;k1 .; L1 ,'4,. A 1A1

It yoti lid uot Oak; 111: L,1 ) ;,1 11, 1 1, 1.

;Igy ,011 ft, I,l t . kjt, Eh f

W I )(ild It tilt% ; I .),L A 1

LIR; 3( Ai !
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Grade Level: 4-6

Science, Social Stttd

Objectives:

The student will explain and demonstrate potential and kinetic energy.

Suggested Time: One class period

Materials Needed:

ball, marble, inclined' plane.
strips of paper

leacher Nbtes.

empty culltaimer, dunking stlaws, shall

rwo general 6aLeguIcs of 0114;Ay c414..4.m4p616,5114,g all 4144:% va41444,1 144 al., innential energy
and kinetic energy

tniengy that Is 31u1L.d 13 CialQ.,1 10 IA,.sby il.ai 11./.. A.11123.,

its position or condition Many times potential enekgy recnosents stored op energy. I of

example a thightly stretched *dug has potential energy because it has the ability to do

work if ielcased A ruck lying at tlic. top of a hill also has potential pnergy since it can do
work if allowed to roll down the hill. A pile of coal has potential energy, since work can
be done when the coal Is burned A rifle that is loaded and readyggo fire also has potential
energy. The water stored up behind a Jam is in a position whore the force of ipavity will
enable the water to fall over the darn when released While stored up, the water has
potential energy A log by the fireplace has potential energy also This energy 13 released

as heat when the lob is bunked

i 4.- ,4464 414a, lids 114 41 .411-1 1, A.., 11 11 _z.

31)41..g is rel-S33C11, is has kinctie oners,/. When a los led rifle s firem, heal Apanding

gases ,;aase the bullet to have kinetic energy A rock raling down a hill a lnoving
baseball, a srcier sluing down a ii3OusiLdin.it.10. a Loy au-cull/I a tiaa wars 114.. ,wing

,Jvci 4 dam all these are examples of kinctp.; energy

d bali IA, 3 ,

IL i t. I v i1L4 h 415 11 4, 1. I 11 1+ 11t,

)11- dal, ; Auclein JI 144.1.,n , II ; cdS: 4 t 1.11 I; . +1., Ankike

plun: and have Llu; the sL ,c14. t 11.11d tne inaltile at the tip ,f the bit lined .)1 /talc.

What is th mai Jle doing at 111e top Of Inc itlltllncd ,)lane'? ,feStibb, n1.t
attiJc.itz. Ia.Elbe the marbles. allowing thent to toll down the inclined planes Ask. What
did the linable do: Can yin tell the 1w, d.tfei nL kids A one's,. we saw in these
cu.:Ai...Hie. with Am hall and the niarbkr (fr.r.sting en..rgy and .noving entigy) Ti. l the
students rust s, ieutots ,all testing energy potential energy many tline_ potential cm-tgy

ored up energy Tht, moving enagy is , ailed Kim tie energy
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Hold up a container of water. Ask: What is it doing? (resting) What kind of energy does it
have as I hold it up? (Potential) How could I turn this potential energy into kinetic
energy? (Pour the water out) Pour the water into another container. Ask: Was the water
moving? What kind of energy does moving -water have? (Kinetic)

Ask: In the first two experiments we used solids; in the second we used a liquid. Can you
think of any way we might illustrate potential and kinetic energy with air? (Get
suggestions)

Give each child a straw and a strip of paper a few inches long. Have them hold the paper
stilt in the air. Ask: What surrounds the paper? (Air) Is the paper moving? Why not?
(Air is resting or not moving.) How could we move the paper with aisponly?- (Blow
through the straw) What kind of energy did the moving air have? (Kinetic)

117 ,UIIIpdIc pulesalail Lind kinett, eneiy, 1_11,,vv3. Wil...
1;a1 have potential energy and kinetic energy_ ? Bicycle? Football? Electri,, fan? Dana?
Bullet? Fuel oil? Rubber band? Piano? Pencil?

Additional Activiti

have 11a sJ1 L...1,...,A..1 /%1.-14.
objc4. i . footb..11 ho,kc) on.,k soccAt. Utill cic:t ti
battery and bull, pond 'Jinn 3vVialg
DiNLIAS.5 .ir

r) , 111 41_ 1_1 1Alb

tall toy vcilicle inbt t b. Id, cnallc
dlite, t iaid tt,y,;lc ,vindni, toy

,14111 ,1.441011-,1 ..1

malt; lyr..

LAS.atall...LCd Wittt 042,11.

actvc it/otball LGatu

3W11111..61 p1)111.111C1,1

t.,111,:111.1a1 and 1-.141,:i1,

octs Lulu 4,1,4. Jo c..xal

EAumplcg.. Ski t potat .1 at top ot
,vatting till signal 1, f ciatto-b,.1 Gal k

to Matt 1.n...0 (.111 11,11 111,.11.411;3 111,111

;1,G16y 4111 ..34; ;ILL t used

tl

..t poLeiallal
tC11411_ pla 4. 110;i. t

t!ak:k star wading, it. r still signal,
31-1011L3 111,1b41.4111Cb .1at,1.44111.6 bunt
01 banItt:lin !J aial
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A dam put across a river makes the water stop. The water builds up behind the darn and
makes a lake, and even though the lake looks like it is doing nothing, it is really storing

energy. This stored energy is called potential energy.

LI I
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Grade Level:

Discipline:

Objectify :

The student will recognize that a burning fuel gives off heat and light energy,

Science, Social Studies

Suggested Time: 20 minutes ,

Materials Needed_

Candle in holder, kcios

Ica,. Notes

.ill lamp with lord IiI ttlicf.il L.,48111./Ilik;

tong ago, h t Id11.1.__ 1 l
night Even today there are many places cvnere they arc us.,d %len v c Linn eandle
piece of wood, ur Lithe' fuel, energy Lliut has been atulcd in die fuel hang4..S Lk) °the'
kinds of energy such as heat .nd light We can feel the heat Id sea the light wLen a fuel
burns

st.

.5tiovy the ...las..
this light all u,glit Ian g? ?p ita, .,.lp th 2114..;s i lk&
dssoniptioas such as. Light is coining l .nn the WI., the c.om,,ierely
burned, there will b4 no mate the 1.:at or light Mole wood must be added to the
carnpfir to ke. p thz tic burning all night lung in oia,:r to have tacit anti light

114),L .1 1.1.

Iii the luup Ask lq,icalionS Sliii11.1 h1 the ini at1 iil toe ..stpl1 so

that the whllilien ,d1, make ti3zutpliut 1 igin. .10111 aLIAL 6liff14

kdini If there is no fi.el iii the lamp there would be ir, light awn it Oil, e th, fuel is used
up, the 'amp Ntfl go out.

it. I. IA. ..0,1,1 1i, 1.

...LI"ll I Cif Lh /111a; xn .1 J L.. 1A1k 11. till. .11;11 41. IL Lei )/ tklk

that tie, L as well 13 ,caulk fitill Lh tr, 01

a A'IE .1

LiLcZ Uti



Grade Level::

Oiscipline: Science

Objective:

The student will identili examples of inedianical energy, and will dellionstrate'tonveision of

mdchnicdlcnergy into another Energy furor.

Suggested Time: ()lie class peflUd

Nceded.

M01'14,1e 014,61a (1, h. I. ...,d1 0 1 bull, Idl

viuuden block

,b, ,161 I. . 1, , I

A ))k(I, 1 )10)1,6 ))i),th,)1)) dIl i
) ,.)1 )1 kl.1 J1): 01+,1;

iiiGhdoik41,11,0 6y

Nik,. L.!! .,6, li

dri Spill di; blade ;,,1Ii mzii) ul III, SI dialiy, I Ilk,. di, 1.).

4011,rt6l Imo en4(8) III

(him kid)) ),) ),)(16, ,.))) 114 LJab d n1111 .1,1111,..1

(L11611))).4101,16 }Lail I.ud41 o,.111,11311011 II .10011 IN, .4

II II. .i I I.I. 1 111. I

11114

$hzel 11tub dI. l ll ,1 till dhld 111

11b1)(Idi 11141,11. 11 R;11,..iddl di did) Eh; 11110 10,1.
.11

1th 111 ,, ihuild, II a si d 6 411 11, 1100 ,,i1,11 II .10,1, Add;

111,..). AI la 11 .1114 c III 1411;14 114

1 i 11

L. 1,, 1,, .1,,4 .1 I I .1, 1111 I 11111 1, I, 1, I Id I, :10 .1

111,, I111,i1 (lit 11 LI 11,. I 11,,I111 .,11111 I,1, IA 1 ii11 I t,1(11 III, 1. 11,11 , .11,1111 I,

)1, [diet 1,11 1,1 11 1.111 111 Old 1,11,11E 'II 1 I, HI ,,c El I. 10 hit,

)! II,I II 1111, 111111. ,11,0 1 III. ,10n1 iii I 11.6
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Grade Level: 3-6.

Discipline: Science

Objective:

The student will'be able to demonstrate heat energy

Suggested Time: One class petiod

Materials Needed.

Candie. flat plate 01 &hall 11 b iminA:. with both ,11,13 1C1113

Soinctning similar uk ,1LC dud thick tic33) E,t11 wheel mat ,tics

Teacher No

Edify llai in .41. 11.1 ....IA.. I, IAA. tAl a. litAl I.

object can be hot without any mcition be111 visilie. The any Nu is that inovc Ile

and the highci the speed of the mole, ules tn obj-Lt, Elie gicatei tilt; tulu.
of ticat cilcigy it coatanis

11 I.,.. ilik),AIALL .11. 114. AM A

be mobl i. Eddy ita teo It is xlst

dlttt.111t () t Mt() 1111; 401111

. tling StAsthestionN.

II., 1, .1thi11 1)1

...11.1.11 , . s,; .1 %t.

that , all will 16: .1 LU.11 tlit.0 f .dt 1,- 1. .11101 qL ill kit

iAt.i Lt1 . .116,1 31.+1 k/V 1 it 911 Eh.; i 41.4- J L.Iiiv%t1 .1613

k/M. ith metal lidkic vct the Ildw, and dt)( vc the , a,l Li 111/1 t llstali,.c TI e Inn%A heel

3110,141 31.111 d (13 L14C 1, ;Ca. a Ali 1ia141 g I.l. 3 enc,, bc.1,46 1(c:a 111E0

11)11i 1 IS

r
Ste.

A ica(

I -II), ,1 It iL A I, A

! 11



Grade Level: 276

.Discipline: Social Studies

Objective:

The student w ll identifYa variety of different sources` of heat ene

Suggested Time. 15 minutes

Materials Needed

rypci

y.

11,1 A , , ..4 .A,1

does /or l here ;otild be limited W./ d Crlais Giodirt) 111 eia. 3,1614 416 &ILC 14ullll

41,9,14,i3

It ,at,
!louse fizrxidCe
ILL w Act heat
hick itik. 111,11

4. acv

lic4ting
Spat..
Witci
Pueb.11,1g cloth



:--Thestudent mill demonstrate that chemical energy can do work.'
, .-

Suggested 'Firrie:; One class period
:.

Materials Needed:

Balloon, flask or narrow-mouthed bottle (balloon must fit over mouth o
vinegar, baking soda, water

eTeacher _ otea:

Chemical energy is that -energy which is involved in chemical reactions. In,most chenuc
reactions, energy is usually released or absorbed in the form of heat..Examples o
chemical reactions are photosynthesis, respiratiqn, explosion of gunpowder, rusting of
iron, operation of a battery. The burning of fuels such as wood, coal, gas, and oil provides

-for-the release of-stored chemical-energy:%Note- that:often some initial energy
heat energy, is necessary to start these chemical reactions.

Teaching Suggestions:

Put about 2 teaspoons. or 10 mf of baking soda in a flaskor narrow-mouthed bottle. Add
_ _

abOut' one inch or .-2# cm of water. Put about. 1 tablespoon or 15 ml of vinegar into the
balloon. Holding the balloon so that the vinegar does'not run out, fit the balloon over the
mouth of the flask and attach with string or rubber band. After the balloon is_secured to
the top of the flask, lift up the balloon so that the vinegar runs down into the soda and
water mixture. Observe what happens. Feel the temperature of the flask: What happens to
the balloon? When vinegar and baking soda combine, a chemical reaction ocaurs which
produces a gas (carbon dioxide). The molecules in a gas move faster than in a liquid,
causing heat and expansion..

This same experiment could be done using crumbled Alka-Seltzer in the balloon and plain
water in the flask. CAUTION: DO NOT DO THIS EXPERIMENT WITH OTHER
CHEMICALS-OR HOUSEHOLD LIQUIDS.
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The itudent-will -demonstrate - the: effect of heating- an objectthmugiv_ radian hea_ er

Suggested Time: One class period

Materials Needed:

_ 200 watt light bulb, lamp socket with cord, masking tape, 2 thereto
. foil, black plakic tape

Teacher-Notes:

eters aluminum-

Energy in the -form of electromagnetic waves which radiate. from their source is often
called radian; energy. The sun is the main source of radiant energy. It radiates light and
heat energy as well as ultraviolet rays gamma rays. x -rays, and radio waves In -this.'
experLment, the light bulb gives °irradiant heat energy in all, directions. This radiant heat
energyiis.absorbed _hy_mostobjeas located-in thepatirof the-rayK-The-further the-ob3ect
s located from the source of energy, the fewer rays will strike a given area of tbe object's

surface. Thus the heating effect is less intense: at a greater distance. The aluminum foil -_
ends to reflect radiaitt heat energy, while the black tape tends to absorb a greater portion
f heat energy.

. .

Teachtng Suggestion s:

With some masking tape, tape a socket cord to a support rod high enough to permit. a 200
watt bulb to hang 2 feet above the table: Place your hand 2 inches from the lamp, and
turn on-the lamp.-What is the effect? Hold a-tablet or book- between your hand and the
lamp. What is the effect now? Now place your hand about 4 inches from the lamp. Move
your hand farther and farther frbm the lamp, stopping at various intervals. What effer
does distance have on heating by radiant heat energy?

Measure the normal room temperature with a thermometer. Wrap aluminum foil tightly
around the bulb of one thermometer and black plastic tape around the bulb of another
thermometer. Hold the thermometer -bulhs about two inches from the light bulb for
about three minutes. Note the temperatures. Is there any difference? If so, in which case
was more heat absorbed?, Why do many people wear light colored clothing in the
summertime?

You might trW this thermometer expe ment in direct sunlight, on concrete and on
blacktop.

Have students research how radiant energy from the sun gives a tan or s nburn.
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Grade Level:

-.Discipline

4-6-

Science

Objective:

The student will be able to give examples of the conversion of energy
another.

Suggested Time: . Ohe or two class periods

Materials Needed:

from one :fo

Activity Master and energy transformation-lillustrations that follow

Teacher Notes:
=

EnergY can appear in`: several dfferent rmfOrms and can be changed from one fo
another. 19 each tr_ansformation. ; there is sa loss in the total amount or usable energy, with
sonic energy being converted to wasteleat. The mos! common forins of energy are heat;so
light,, sound; mechanical, chemical, eleetric,. Favitationai, and The tWcfgelleTa.

:7- categories of energy, encompassing all the various fOrrns,- are'potentia1:energy_and kinetic
energy.

_ sacking Suggestions:

This activity game. can nrbe used either_ as an introduction to energy transfOrmation or as ,a
review tool. The illustrations that follow may be ised to prepare for this activity. After
the students know the definitions of energy and its forms, hand out the activity sheet.
Explain the mles_tothe_students_andfillla_few_hlocks_with_thern_for_examples.
transparency -'nay help. At the conclusion of the game, discuss with the students the fact
that in changing from one form of energy to another,_ Seine energy is lost as heat.
Examples: hot motor, hot brakes. Eventually all energy we use ends up as low grade heat
(Second Law of Thermodynamics) which we cannot put work and which is lost to the
atmosphere and eventually to space.

Some possible examples are included in a completed copy of the activity master that
follows.



1ss LIGHT SOUND HEAT . MECHANICAL,
movement

!,,ELECTRIC

.

CHEMICAL NUCLEAR

LIGHT
E

D

T

4ECHANICAIL- = _,-,_ ..2 -_________,, _,..----_L-,,,..,.-_-

,
_:...___,:._._ ,_- - - ,, , - a 'movement) _ _ _

'.LECTRICAL,

:HEMICAL ,

.

Adapted from pg 21, NSTA "Energy,
Engine and thelndustrial-Revolutionr

As you pLay this game fill in this chart with an example of each energy transformation when
possible.._Do this so that A form_is changed_ to -B form.

This game is to be played between two teams. The teacher will judge the answers and disputes.
Team 1 and Team 2 are to alternately provide examples of energy changes to be filled in the_

chart abi3ve. Points can be gained or lost in the following manner:

point for a correct response
points if the team whose turn it is has no response
pciint for the opposingjeam if they dispute an incorrect. example' and, can supply their
own correct example.-(The order of turns continues as normal)
point for any wrong dispute. Only , one disputs is
for each example.

allowed

The panel will decide on the awarding of points, referring to the teacher for help as needed.

Not all the blolcs will have answers. The game is over whenever each team has not had any
examples through two whole rounds.
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SOUND 'HEAT 'MECHANICAL
movernent)

Infrared = Photo.
Absorption = Electricity

T Light bulb'
Fire ExplOsins
Electric Arc

MECHANICAL' --
, .,. . . _ .

Non- Electric Voirer-7-
(movement) &jerks (e.g. Muscle! Friction'

: ..

Flint & Steel instruments ,- _ 1--

ELECTRICAL Light Bulb Radio Toaster ,

, Television Telephone Iron Motor

CHEMICAL _
BurningFirefly Explosions FuelsFlre

CL Nuclear BoNuclear Nuclear Borne}

Bomb Bomb . ReactOr.
-Fission'
Fusion

Solar ,

Call

CHEMICAL NUCLEAR

-14

Photosynthesis--
Phowchemical

.

Reactions

MicrophoneS

Thermionic-
Effects

Electric
Generator'

Dissociation
of Water

Nuclear
Fleections
in Stars

Fuel Cell
Storage Battery:

. .

Nuclear Bomb =
Nuclear Reactor. -..

AdnPtedfrainlig...21;1441STA-,,Eitergy'
Engine and the Industrial Revolution"

As you play this_gune fiil,.in this chart with an example of each energy ation when
possible. Do this so that A form is changed to B form.

.

This game to be played between two teams. The teacher will judge the answers and disputes.
Team I and. Team 2 are to alternately, provide examples of energy changes to he filled in the

artabdve. Points can be gamed or lost in the following manner:

point for a correct response
points if the team whose turn it is has no, response

.

poet for the opposing team If they dispute an incorrect example and can supply the
own, correct example.-(The order of turns continues as normal)
point for any wrong dispute. Only a one dispute - is allowed
for each example.

The panel will decide on the awarding of points, referring to the teacher for help as needed.

Not all the blocks will have answers. The game is over Whenever each team has, not had any
examples through two whole rounds.



Frorn "Energy: Its SourceS, Uses, Conservation (A Teacher's Resource)
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trade

Disciplines: Language Arts, _Science _

Objectives-

The students -.will be _ ableg- to describe the natural laws of energy, detect the naturalu_ ral Jaws at

work in nursery rhymes and songs, and dramatize the n'aturallaws.of energy.

-Suggested.Time: 3-2O minute periods-

Materials Needed:

"Record
_

- =

nursery rhymes o songs_ wind-up toys_ light bidb

Teacher cites:.

tar present energy dilemma can be understood throughh, an analysis of the natural energy ,

laws, which scientists call the laws of thermodynamics. In simple form, these laws are as
follows: =

.

First Law:: This is the law telling us that energy is conserved. Energy cannot be created or
destroyed,.it only.changes form. This is. the good-news laW about energy. Pe9ple, animals,
and Mac es convert-energy from one foam to another.

SecOnd Law: The flow of energy is from order to disorder. It goes in only, this one
--direction and cannot be recycled This is the bad news law of energy: You can't win; you
can't even break even, because energy is continually becoming less usable. Theenergy is
not being destioYedit is simply chanking into a less usable form, generally heat. Just as
you can't put a broken elk back together, .you can't make_disordered:inergY ordered
again. This law also states that heat goes from a hot object to a cold object until both
reach the same temperature.

These laws present the following challenge to us: We milk expend effort to keep up our
supply of energy resources, since once the energy is used, it cannot be used again. And we
must conserve the energy we have and use it more efficiently and wisely so that we will
have energy supplies for ,3,donger period of time.

Teaching Suggestions:

Play a record_.of nursery. rhymes or songs. Read or have the students recite Jack and Jill,
Humpty Dumpty, Hush-a-bye Baby, and London Bridge. They could also play the game
London Bridge is Falling Down. Discuss the nursery rhymes and what they say. Point out

that they also tell us something about the laws, of energy. Discuss Jack and Jill and
Hush-a-bye Baby in terms of the first law of energy:

1

Where do Jack and Jill get the energy to go up the hill? (From the food they ate
The -s n' helpt-the-planfrgrow to provide -the Tood-we-eat:The-Sun'ts-OUrchighla
source of energy ;'we are only energy converters.

How did the cradle rock in Hush-a-bye Baby? (the wind pushed it)



C

- .

Diseuss .What- happeried-_ to- ack and' Jill; Humpty DumPtyand the baby when thebcingh-
breaks in terms of the second.law:

_

What happeni when -.lack and Jill fell down the was sort of a mess, wasn't it? What
ha pened to Humpty Dumpty? A _real shambles! Could -you mice, liumpty: Dumpty
w ole again? ',-(At this- point, illustrate by.breakinian egg into a'dish,) Explain that this is

fiat, happens to energy as we use it Some of it is wasted, `becomes a shamble, and we
can't user it again. DiseUss waded heat by having them4stuclents put, their hands over an
incandesceNight bulb to feel the wasted heat.

Discuss London Bridge and' Jack and Jill in terms of the challenge thlse.laws give us:
. ,. _-. . ., .

, .. , .

How -do we fix London Bridge when it falls down? dr Jack's crown.? (We build the bridge.

up and mend Jack's- head.)_That -takes some--effort On our cirt,rdoesn't.it? It's the same
way when we use energy. It taws an effort to keep our lightbulbiburning' it takes a lo
of effort to get the oil and coal = out of the ground: And we kpep having to get morn and
more because we. waste. a .lot. Use 'wind =up toil!--tajllustrate:'-this challengewit lout
continued winding, they soon run down. --

Additional Activities:

Dress up in a costume of a robot-with a wind-up key Pantofnime- an =activity that the
- __robot does until he winds down. Then nave a student wind_him up agani..You could also'

dress up as the Tin Man and-have to be piled when you get rusty -and stiff..
_

Have the students dramatize or_pantornime the laws of energy.
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JACK -ANaJELL WENT UP Tim. HILL _._-
-' TO FETCH A PAIL OF WATER;-

JACK FELL DOWN AND BROKE MS CROWN,OWN
AND, JILL CAME TUMBLING AFTER.-,_

_

1-1U,SH-A!BYE, BABY, ON THE "TEE
WHEN THE WIND BLOWS,
THE CRADLE 'WILL ROCK,

,,,,*HEN.THE BOUGH BENDS,=,
AL ;THE CRADLE WU-FA

DOWN WILT; COME BABY, C

HUMPTY-DUMPTY SAT ON-
.

HUMPTYDuMPT'Y HAD KG
ALL THE KING'SiloRSES,
AND ALL THE KING'S MEN,
COULDN'T PUT HUMPTY TOGETHER AG- I

LONDON BRIDGE IS FALLING DOWN,
FALLING DOWN, FALLING DOWN,

LONDON BRIDGE IS FALLING DOWN,
MY FAIR LADY.

BUILD IT UP WITH IRON BARS
IRON BARS, IRON. BARS,

BUILD IT UP WITH IRON BARS,
M AIR LADY.

OLD MOTHER HUBBARD WENT TO THE CUPBOARD,
TO:GET HER.POOR DOG A BONE:

BUT-WHEN SHE GOT THERE, THE CL.TgOARD WAS BARE,
AND SO THE POOR-DOG HAD NONE. .

(the moral!)

.1)



Present ne ounces,
Their y atm

and Environmen Problems



GradeLevflI

Irtlimes% -Social Studies, Language Arta ="

ObjectiVes: -
, _ Q1-..

The "student -will identify sbme ,.of -the- environniental and sat problems of mining_and

burning Coal, and mining Uranium-and operating reactors, to generate eleCtricitY. 11 _ .

The- student will Make decisions as to whether coal =or nucleaf energy should be. used to
generate electricity.. ..

_..

Suggested Time:., Three to four class periods

-7Materials Needed-

Cotirt trial script that follows, pictures showing positive and negative sides orcoa. l mining,

uranium mining, nuclear and coal fired power plants, background materials for research

Teacher Notes:
, .

Over half of the total amount of coal consumed yearly in Pennsylvania is used to generate.
electricity. This is supplemented by 6 percent of the oil consumed yea* in-state and all .

. , of the existing nuclear and liydroelectric capacity. - -The Commonwealth'& generating
capacity is milting .toward a 'coal/nuclear mix due to--the restrictions" of the National
Energy =Act and the availability problems of oil and natural gas. Coal is =burned and
nualear, fuel is allav5ed to fission tip-provide the heat necessary stOrn. The

coil to move:-This flow of electrons is transmitted through wires as electrie. -energy.'
This in turn rotates a large magnet inside a coil. of wire which forces the electir s in the

1 ;

steam is forced over the turbine blades of an electric generator, =sin rotate.
;

=. .

There are environmental problems associated with electricity produced bk bOthicoal and
nuclear power. In both processes, the steam has to be condensed back to water to be
pumped back into-the boiler for reuse. Cold water is used for this process, and is.provided
.from river water, cooling pOnds, or cooling towers. If river water is used, the subsequent
rise in temperature may affect aquatic life. Cooling towers may affect the atmospheric
temperature and humidity.

The proper disposal of waste= products in the forni of suflur from coal and oil ts;
particulate-matter from coal-fired facilities, and radioactive wastes from nuclear ants is

essential for the safe operation of power facilities. Wet scrubbers are used to move

sulfur from the emissions of coal-burning plants, but such scrubbers are expensie and
not perfected. Spent fuel rods from nuclear facilities must be isolated to .preVent

radioactive material from entering the environment. These wastes are curfently tbejng-
stored on site since there are no commercial disposal areas for the spent fuel rods.

The 'Mining. of coal is a difficult and dangerous occupation. Methane gas, explolpns,
. accidents and black_lung_ disease from,_ the coal dust are all risks the miners must ke.

When uranium is mined, uranium tailings are left and remain radioactive for hundreds of
years. This poses a threat to those who build homes and places of business over o
them.



Teaching Suggestions;
1

You may want to use the following script in its entirety to insure that the major points
are covered. However, it is possible that the students will be able to develop 'their own
parts after completing some research.

Find out how many students have watched a court trial in a courtroom or on TV. If there
are many who do not know what a court trial is, you might want to arrange a field trip )
to see a trial. Ask: Why do people have trials? Is a trial a fair way to decide anrissue?
Suggest that

- the class hold a trial, but instead of trying a criminal they should try the
two predominant sources of electricity, coal and nuclear. energy. The case should decide
which source is better to usd from an environmental standpoint.

Describe the roles in the mai and assign ati.a... to to c4418 101,.; P0101 0111 ..11.41

the jury does not hear the evidence ahead of time but must make their decision when the
case is presented. You might want to have the jurors work on some other activities until
the case is presented. Each participant, depending on his/her role, should then do research
which will help him/her present the case. Some research topics are black lung disease, coal
mining methods, uranium mining methods, location of coal and uranium, how coal
pollutes, how nuclear energy is prk,du,...cd, pcublcins ulaaitim tailings and ah
problems asso,:iated with the uniting of coal

oil the day or ill, ilia! s.l uf, the ,1
nag near the iudg,'S bc44-11 41.d have a BIL.L. a allabic ;a. the wtt1,e. . jual,c
soul 1 weal a obc aillt have n Advci

A I tu. Oh. .1L.4., 11.,E 1,..11-

W111,14 31a4, "lite" 1..., I, tits
thaw did tliJ use u
What evidence was not used that al. I. ,
Why was it hind the July to make. ..

Do you t111i,1, do. dip all,d L., 4 1.11014.1 I It

CAL, yu.1 write a trial to JCLCIIIIAIIC whether solar, winai 01 01111/41 11

couLl be Ased Lle..tio,ity What 1..1 'Went. lut6111 y, ti llay.;
the jt11 y?

11 ,

4



THE TRIAL SCRIPT

The Bright Lite Power Co_
vs

The People,and Their Environment

Judge ( 1 ) A serious minded person, wears a dark rube and tarries a gravel 1 his person is vet y fair.

Lawyers (5) Five courtroom lawyers, wear eoats and tics tot dressy paints uI dress). eally bilet-
eases with evidence in them They have nainc tags with Esq after their name.

Will Students aLting as engineeis L L1. clIt till
workers, ettuen with ealleer

Jurors (12 or more) Civil eases do not iequire 12, but many as ne,;Aed ,

the people in the area and should be appioved by the lawyers on both sides

1wo iI wspul,ct aria two 1 V caineil,,en . , 1 1 , , , A , , ,,ii,,
In sestoil newspapt_A artist
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(ought d tape ret.. Licd
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I would like to introduce, Exhibi A (Hold up picture of strip mining). Under-
ground mining is damaging also. %ter seeps into the abandoned mines and
mixes with sulfur from the coal to make acid mine drainage which kills fish and
often colors the stream red.

Ladies and Gentlemen of tie Jury, .coal mining is also dangerous to the miner's
health. Black lung disease has cost the miners the loss of their money and then
lives. Coal miners usually have short life spans. Many miners get hurt in mine
accidents, too. I would like to call Mr. wllo has leturned from
Mine No. 5 because he has black lung disease.

Coal Millet Witness (,,ougjung while Lalklug) 1 nay,: wtilked 111 N.i 5 mine for,23 cais
avoided being killed whim I that started 1 urking in the ruin.: bcau:a; pall
the nun,: caved in I nen, List yea.. I got black lung disease from breathing die
coal dust It is a disease, the doctors tell Inc, which gets worse each year and I
will no longer be able to wink I tell my sous not to work in the mines Even
though they how Elan( wineis to avoid a, , idcuts and the pay Is g,,od It is too
dangerous a Job

4.1

-111111111J p.'01,4 III 131 1 I, 4 , 6,=1.Z.,
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Witness (young woman with gray hair) My name is Mrs. and I am 2 years old
and have 3 young children. I live in Grand Junction, CO. The radioactivity
readings where I live are high due to the burial of uranium tailings under the
town. The doctors have just told tfe that I have leukemia, a form of cancer
of the blood, and only have a few years to live. Who is going to raise my
children?

Lawyer 2
Environmentalist Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury, you have Just heard about the kind of

health problems that can occur in titanium mining there are othei ploblenis
in the generation of electricity One is a problem of waste heat Nuclear power
plants have more waste heat than coal tired plants and disdiarge all then
waste heat into the cooling water This cooling water can kill the fish in nearby
streams or oceans if It is too waOlt when put back into these atreants after
absorbing the waste heat from the nuclear reactor Some scientists also believe
that radiation is higher around nuclear power plants I would like to submit
Exhibit C (piellIfeb of cooling tOWCI and nuclear reactot)

tiul tit.. bigg with ti,.. ,..is 1 1,..

powc plants In 51.ek.1 1.4,31 Itic i o Nei

inc.y ale 114..1.01.1014:, dud 1.14.11.114,11.1,c 14)I 1,,11110,,N 4)1 cats
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I would like to introduce Exhibits D and E (show and describe picture of
replanted land and recreation area). Also, in 1970, the United States
CongresS passed the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act. Ladies and
Gentlemen, all coal mining companies today spend a lot of time and
money improving the working conditions of their miners and training
them how to mine the coal so that our safety records are much, much
better. Members of the jury, 1 rest my case

Judge Now we will hear frozii y- the nuclear power industly

Lawyer
turn the nuclear

industry w in use 111.1, 5.15:. 1 Alt 11) 1,e 1,, le ./11, I e,,/,.
large; 111,4%.1Cd% power plinits so M... v, w won't b. dependent on
for our energy supplies

IL 13 Jieaper to produ,..c . 1..., 11 1.., .
al,o it doesn't l.ause any atr polliaton

1.1,."1 1,

6i.11.11c 1.1 Ncyv Yo,is City.
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Now many cities are placing the high tension lines underground. This way the
land can be used for better things. The land is pretty without the utility poles.
But ladies and Gentlemen, remember, that with any source of fuel used to
generate electricity, there will be environmental problems.

Judge Do the members' of the jury have any questions for these lawyers? (Answer questions)
Could we have a summary of the case for the coal and nulcear utility companies?

Court Reporter (read or plays the notes of the coal company and power company representatives)

Judge The jury is excused to deliberate. Remember your charge is to decade which source of
generating electricity is better to use and protect the environment The court is in recess
(bangs his/her gavel. All rise as the judge leaves)

Jury (Debate the i saue and vote by a show of hands. A tl1141111.11uta3 voLc tItc.....-k; it the
jury cannot reach a decision then it is a hung jury and they tell the judge that they have
not been able to reach a decision One j111-01 should be elected to tell the t when they

reach a verdict )
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COMPUTE YOUR OWN RADIATION DOSE

We live in a radioactive world. Radiation is all about us and is pan of our natural environment.
By filling out this form, you will get an idea of the amount you are exposed to every year.

Common Source of Radiation

sieve= .tuou
20. Spokane lotto

Your Annual
Inventory

Wilk A

WHA
YOU
EAT
ORM..

isi

DHL

olueu

Location Cosmic radiation at we level Met
Elevation Add 1 for every 100 feet of elevation

Typical eleveuon3 Pittsburgh 1200. Monnenpuila
Denver 6280. St. Loins 455. Salt Lake City
Chicago 595
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Grade Level: 4-6

Discipline: Science, Social Studies, Language Arts

Objective:

Students will complete a puzzle using energy words

Suggested Time: One class period

Las Needed, "Encigy Wuida

I caching Suggesuuns.

Lila 311,Mik.I rtic_LIC 1/1b62USS talc



LOCATE THE WORDS. AND CHICLE

Be Ca SomeitAre Backwards

*SUN
*PETROLEUM
*NATURAL GAS
*WOOD
*COAL'



, Science

Objgcti

The student will be able to give i'siMple explanation of two types of nuclear energy, fi
and fusion.-.=

Suggested Time: One class period

Teacher Notes:

Nuclear energy is the energy that is 'released or absorbed during changes within the
nucleus of an atom. Two important forms of nuclear energy are fission and fusion.

wcertain -reratively- large -atorns-such-as-s e-forms-of -uranium-are-bombarded-by--
particles called n_ eutrons, the atoms split into smaller atoms.. Huge amounts of energy are
releised in this process, and this energy appears as heat. The heat can be used to boil
water to make steam, which spins turbines that generate electricity.

Nuclear fusion is still being developed as an energy source, and its practical use is far in
-7:---------the--future In -fuiipm-1-relatively -small7latomsiTsuch-as-hydrogenT are-forceditogether to-

form larger atoms, releasing tremendous amounts of energy.

Teachb uggestions:

The various roles and movements -in these illustrations should be worked o_ t in advance
with the ---,Participating students so that the situation' does; not become ineffective or set
out of hand.,

In ordt-6 ilfuitratelission, Ask two students to each hold one hand of the teacher.These-
studeirits represent the-uranium- atom, and the teacher represents the energy -holding- it
together, Now ask thee students to try to get away, but the teacher should hold them
tightly s9 that they cannot Then have a third student:St:lite them away from theteacher.
What type of particle does the third _student Tepresent? (Neutron)

S
In illustrating fusion, the teacher tries to keep two students apart Oiho.tre try_ ing to get
togither; Tie third student makes every attempt to get-the students together and finally
succeed doingr'so. What do the students reprelent? (The two students trying. to get
together resent hydrogen atoms. ,The third studenf represents the energy it takes*to get
them together.7 What does the teacher represent? (The energy that is released when they
combine.

Acjditk)rial Activities:

Take the students On 'a field trip to a nuclear power plant to learn about and
ob-Serve first hand a nuclear plant_ facility, its built-in safety features, and its
potential for production of elec al energy Students should be well-prepared
in-advance-for such a-trip
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Grade

'sardine: Science

Objectives

The students will be'able to illustrate hydroelectric power.

Suggested time:

Material's Needed

minutes

Cardboard, toothpick, thread, paper clips, gallon plastic milk container, one-hole stopper,
two-inch length of glass. tubMg, two-foot piece of rubber tubing, medicine dropper

One of the earliest forms of energy used by humans was the energy of flowing water. I
yo4 travel around the country; you can still see early water wheels which transformed-the
energy of flowing Water into mechanical. enema to grind wheat, run textile mills, and do
other forms of useful work.

The potential (stored) energy. of water is converted to kinetic (motion) energy as the
water falls'. Water power is in important source of electrical power.- Huge darns haire beer
bUilt on our largest rivers, to harness this form of energy: Next to these-dams are
hyilroelectric. power plants .-which .use the falling water. to spin: the fan-like blades in
turbines. These moving blades . make'_ huge magnets, whirl past coils of wire, creating
electricity that is sent_ out for distribrition to homes, factories, schools, and cities.

Teacher SU estions:

It' this activity,the student -will de ons ate that_fallingyiater_carr_do-work.

Cut four slits in a circg of eardboard and fold back the edges, ,as shown below. Push a -
toothpick through the center of the circle. Now you have a water wheel. The toothpick _
is the shaft. The 'folded parts are the blades.

Fasten one end of a thread about 8 long to a chain of three paper clips. Tie the other end
of the thread to the shaft of your water wheel. Be sure it is tied tightly enough to keep

f slipping.

Place the edge of the wheel under a stream of water, Hold the ends of the toothpick
lightly between your finsers...The water will turn the, wheel. The thread will wind up on
the shaft and pull the chain of paper &lips along-with it Did thewateltiClo any work? What

kind of energy did it use2



Additional Activities:

Visit an old restored mill which has a water whee in operation. Observe the movement of
the water in a nearby stream.-
Obserie banks and slopes, after a rain storm if possible, to see the effects of moving water
on soil and rock, particles.
Use a garden hose to move objects on tile playground.
View motion pictures showing dwns, hydroelectric plants, ,moving water,-ocean tides.

= .

=



four slits in_a circle of-cardboard and foldbacktheir
edges, -as shown below. Push a toothpick through the center-
of the circle. Now you have a .watee wheel., The toothpick .
Is the-shaft: The folded parts are -the blades: -

Fasten one= end of a thread about 8" long- tO a chain
of three paper clips._ Tie the other end of the thread to the
shaft of= our water wheel. Be sure it is tied tightly enou
to kee rim slipping., -'

Place the edge Of the wheel under a stream of water.
Hold -the ends of the toothpick lightly, between your fingers.
The water will turn the- wheel. The- thread will wind up on

he shaft and- pull-the:chain of paper clips along with it. Did
the water do- -work?, What kind, of erieru_ did it use?-

Cut the bottom out of A gallon plastic milk container.
_

Fit the top- of the container with a one-hoie rubber stopper.
Place a two inch length .of glass tubing in the hole. Connect
one end of a two foot piece or rubber tubing. After filling
the mild 'container abqut 2M full of water, hold it upside
down. The flow, of water can be cOntrolled by pinching
the tubing. Direct :the stream- of water against the pin wheel.
The effect of raising andlowering the milk jug, on the speed

the pin wheel can also, be studied.



Grade ..,eve 5, 6

`eisciplines: Social Studies, Art

'The 'student will be able to identify locate on maps some of the .major coal, oil=The
eas in the United States and 'particularly in Pennsylvania.

Dittoed .neaps_ of. U.S. and Pennsylvania; maps of coil, oil, and gasiiroducing areas
transparencies..of these areas if possible; co red pencils or markers

The first. oil well of modern times was completed in 1859 in Titusville, Pennsylvania. The
grade- of-drude..oil (oil as it comes from the ground, before it is refined and processed

.called Pennsylvania = crude is still-- the finest- in the world fof making lubricants.
-thifortunatelY, reserves of Pennsylvania crude oil are quite small.

=

drfataig=gai'deposits usually occur together. They are believed .to come from
animal remainsmainly marine animalsas they, accumulated over a long period of time

0. l reserves are uhevenly distributed over the world. The Middle Eastern countries such as-,. _

Saudi Arabia and Kuwait 'have_ about 53% of the reserves. African qountries- have about
16%. The USSR, Romania, and other eastern Europeancountiies have dbout 15%, while_, ...

ljae U.S.-,- including Alaska, has only about 5%.- Smaller amounts are found in other.

countries.
_:

Natural gas is largely methane, which is composed of one carbon atom and, four hydrogen
atoms. It was first used in the U.S. for lighting in Fredonia, New York. Estimated'reserves
of natural gas are fourickiii the following areas: U.S.S.R., 30%;. U.S 16% Iran 11%;
Algeria, 6%; and the remainder in Many other countries.

Cpal represents over 90% of U.S fossil fuel reserves, so it is a fuel of ma r importance.
An accident of geology has provided, the U.S. with almost a third oft worlds coal
reserves. The USSR,Ivestern Europe, and China have, most of the rest of the coal re es.

Within the. U.S.-, four major areasRocky Mountains, Nartliern Great Plains, Interior, and
Easterncontain more than 90% of the coal reserves. Two of these areasNorthern Great
Plains and Rocky Mountainscontain _approximately, 70%-of-the coal resources in the
U.S.-, and most of the nation's low sulfur coat Much of the coal in the &stern area has a
high sulfur content.
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.i_Teachin
.

Introduce _the US:_ co oil, and natural- gas producing areas by using ransparency-
overlaYs if possible. If transparencies-are not available,-supply students withimaps. Ask
students to discuss observations, comparisons, and contrasts concerning the areaclisting
the comments on the board.

Examine maps of Pennsylvania -coal, oil, and gas reserves. Discuss as above, in particular_

ng comparisons with h-your local area and-the rest of the United States;.-_

Give each. student, or each committee of students, ditto maps and maps of fuel-producing
areas. Have students design their own color -schemes and legends and color in somof the'
major reserve. areas. Perhaps each committee could construct a large oak to p for
display purposes along with samples and/or pictures of coal, oil, and natural gas. Smaller
ditto maps could be organizainto a bOoklet dealing with energy._ ,

,

Each._corrimittee could_construct_a_series _of questions about the locationi of_the reserves
Aich could be duplicated and answered by the other committees. The teacher should
add significant questions which some students might have overlooked.

Have a class discussion of the 'resources shown on4he maps in light of the energy crisis.

_Have_a _clasS_discussion ton_:why the coal, oil- and gas_ fields_ seem to be_irrathet-__c_lose_
proximity::

Discuss how these three fuels might be transported -to yqur area.

Additional Activities:

Have each student cut out the shape of one state and identify the types of fossil fuels ound
that state. Display, ranking in some logical order.

Make _bar _ o

Pennsylvania.
circle graphs illustrating fuel reserves in several significant states,. including

Do Activity II-30, pag 137 of Pennsylvania Energy Curriculum
entitled How Long-Might Our Oil and Natural Gas Last?

or the. Middle Grades:



__*Mapkare, avaiiable_from the following sources:

"Coal in Today!_s Woild", Nitural-Coal Association, 1130 7th St.
Washington, bC-2'0016-

"History of Isiattiral Gas," American-Gas As ociation, 1515 Wilson Blvd::
-Arlington, VA 22209

_

Coal Fields, of the p. 104 of'Pennsylvania Ene
the Middle Grades

and Gas:Fields in the U.S-iP-
for the Middle Grades

of Pennsylvania Energy Curriculum

The Pennsylvania Energy Primer. Governor's Energy Council, Yarrisburg, PA'

-,_Pennsylvania-Energy-Curriculum- or t e Middle-Grades-Pennsylvania-Departmen
of Education, 333 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA .17126
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.

The student will demonstratE-how coal ,was formed_by constructing layers of pressed plantS in
an aquarium;' . ;

Thestudent will be able to describe how coal-was formed by writing ; a paragraph or two on
the subject I

-
-

The student will be able to identify and describe the characteristics of the four kinds of coal:
peat, lignite, bituminous, and anthracite.

eited Time: Two to three class periods

aterials Needed:

Ferns, dead .plants, mosses, aquarium, peat moss, sand, water, infonnation on coal
formation (slides, charts, bobkletsi encyclopedias, science books }, samples of the four
kinds of coal (if available), foSsil prints.

Teacher Note:

It is believed by-many that millions of years ago, thick forests and swamps dovered much
of the earth. The climate was hot and damp, even near the North and South Poles; In the
fatests and swamps there were several kinds of trees, fernsreeds, and graises. Because the
climate was hot and damp, the plants grew very, fast. As they died and fell to the ground,
others gew in their places. They soon died and fell, too, and the'ground became covered
with a thick layeroof dead plantS. In the- swamps this thick laYer was covered with water
and dirt washed down from higher ground. Then new-layers of plants were formed. They,
in time., were covered by more water and dirt. The dead plants, water, and dirt were so
heavy that the layers underneath became. compressed, or packed down.. After millians-

- --of. years, the plants which once hadgrown in the sunshine lay buried deep in the ground.
Then, very slowly the., Surface of the earth began to change. The sea flowed over the land
many times. Under the bottom of the sea, the layers of dead plants were compressed
more until they changed into. coal. Millions of years later when the sea dried up, new
mount-ains rose arid new valleys and plains were formed. The coal lay buried beneath
them.

The "Carboniferous Period ", is the name scientists have given to that time when the earth
was hot and damp and covered with forests and swamps. "Carbonif us

ii means "coal-
bearing," so that period is sometimes called the "Coal Age."

How do we know coal was formed from plantS? In today's coil seams and the rocks just above them
we find fossils, or impressions, of plants which lived long ago. T ese fossils are often in the shape of1,
stumps, leive§-, seeds, or other parts of plants. Sometimes they show us what whole plants lOoked
like. These fossils tell us something about what the eartH was like in the Carboniferous Period.

After the layer's of dead plaits had been buried thousands of ears; they became layers of peat. Peat'
_. is brownish-black-in-color and-looks-very much like, decayed-wood.-It-usually-is -found- in-swamps----

and bogs. When dried, peat will burn and give heat, but it is very smoky.
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ime paa sed-; Some-Pi the spongy laYers.of-peat were pressed'clown ini thiniier laye of lignite.rs
-a_brownish.-black coal, gives More heat than:peat when it is burned, but is still a very smoky

uel: 4-1-r

did p the -lignite in America 'was cliAriged lorig -agoThy. the :weight of the earth and ocean-into, 71
_ bituminousr coal. This toaris harder than lignite:, but it -is called soft -Coal because it can bebriiker--
- easilYjnto the right sizes for its-many uses. Bituminous coal is out most abundant kind coal; Co

ich is not quite as hard as bnintinous is called Subbituminous.

In a few places, ,the presSure was so great that it -changed the cot --
hard coal has a, shiny black color and burns w_ ithlittle-smoke. T
the U-S, and Very- little of it is-mined now.

anthracite. Anthracite, or
is relatively little anthracite in

a
die I.S governMent says that there are at least one and one hair trillion tons of lignite, bituminous
al, and Anthracite coal in our country-enough coal to las us me -than AO years. (Adapted from
goal -in-Today-IS-World

Teaching Suggestions:
J

Have students examine samples of ferns; peat-moss; and _types of-coal. Ask students to
infer what ferns orrpeat moss might- have to do -with coal: Ask _them to describe the

.

-properties ofz_coal-that they -can-obsenre- Indicate-that-they- ate-_going to simulate-the
formation of coal.

Using studtnt assistants, fill an aquarium with "about layir of dead plants;
including some ferns and moss if possible. Covet with about one inch of water. Allow one
week to pass. What is the condition of the water? What changes have occuired in the
plants? Is there any type of odor? Describe._ Suggest reasons for-changes and/or no
changs,e

Sift mdderately fine sand. Over-the peat to a depth of one irich:Aftet the sand set lesidd
an -equ depth of plants. Repeat this process for 'as long as desired, .or until-several
successive layers have formed. .

Have students .keep a written record of their observations starting with the e elopment
. -of the initial layer.

A
After the aquarium has several layers constructed, place:a flat board upon the top layer
and ads' several books to illustrate the pressing action of Ions of ocean water on the layer's
of 'vegetation_

If dead .alants are riot. available, feat moss r a .,be used instead. Peat moss
semicarbonize'd vegetable (issue forrned by p- al 'decomposition in water of various
plants, especially mosses of the genus Spa

As a follow-up, have students e n diagrams of coal layers found in encyclopedia
articles in other pa phlets. Ask sttid6nts to Write a short paragraph or two
describ They can illustrate them with layer diagrams.

r _ .
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. If possihlei have students examine the four - types' A and describe- how each is--
,

,:, different from the others.,-, Classify according to_smo1 ess, color,, and hardness; Yon,_.
COnstiuet -a Matc c with porperties written nn 3 x 5 cards.

- .

___ ,
. :

Additional,Activi

onstnict bulletin boards, booklets,etc., illustrating coolly ancE; cdal types.

,

Dave committees construct coal layers;using strips of colored paper,-aay, sand
charcoal layers in,jars br other Contaiiiers.- _-

Adapted frorn_: an activity, developed by Michelle Alexander -_snd John Neth,
Groveport-Madison

__

School
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Grade Level.-

Discipffiies: Social Studies,-1, g

Objectives:
- _

rThe student will be able to identify the three main roisil fuels and describe
uses.
The student will be able to give a.simple-explanation of how the three m u
formed. -

- 3
-S11- 1 sted Tine: 2-3-class periods

--,SampleS=of---loSs
fuels if available,
Mickey Mouse a

Teacher Notes:

fossil._fuels were

Isrsamples-o&fossils;zmol.ies,filinstrips-,--or-tfarisParenc
cyclopedias, science-books, booklets The History-of Nam.

Goofy Eliplore Energy*

_The fossil fuelsiwe_relY on today_were formed-fro _

animals that lived millions of years ago. These foss
ie- remains ofplants-and tiny m rjRe
fuels are oil, natural gas, and c

Oil-is trapped, in porous rock beneath the surface -of.the earth. To find it, we must ofte
drill-thousands of feet Drilling rigs can be set up.op land or in the ocean, wherever oil
be found. Taking oil froth where. it is 'discovered requites a great- deal of human and ';)
machine energy. At the present time -we d6 -not produce enough 'oil in our country
our energy needs, so we must import about half of our oil from foreign sources.

Eveilr day-we-use products-made-from-oilSome of it is used for heating; some is used as
gasoline and motor oil for transportation purposes. Kerosene for-jet aircraft, diesel fuel
for trucks and machinery, and asphalt for our roads all come from petroleum. Oil is also
used, as a raw material to make new products and conveniences. The plastics industry ..s
petroleum to manufacture packaging, furniture; and toys. Synthetic fabrics, such as
nylon, have been developed from 'petroleum. Even some medicines are derived from
petroleum, as are many chemicals and fertilizers. -

Natural gas is the cleanest burning of the fossil fuels. It is usually the most convenient
fuel to produce and use. Natural.gas is trapped in .layers df rock and frequently found
with oil de-posits. The U.S still has untapped reservek.of natural gas, but the methods of
recovering some of it are expensive.

Coal is the most abundant fossil fuel-in the U.S. It is used to generate electricty and in
industries such as steel. Two methods df mining are used strip or surface Mining and
deep or underground mining. Surface. mining, used when the coal lies close to the .surface
of the -earth, is done by giant shovels that strip away the earth on top of the coal seam,
and then scoop the coal from the earth. Undergrotknd mines are tunneled beneath the
surface of the earth to reach the coal. Our_oldestmajor deep mining_area-stretche.s-along
the Appalachian Mountains from nnsylvania to Alabama. Most of the mining in the
West is surface mining.
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Teaching Stiggest
;

Display same
Where are
Why arethe

If possible,fli
and/6r demo

es of coal and o 'What are these? What are: _some of theipproperties?
y found? Ho I do we get them out of the ground? What are they used for?
called fossil fields? What is_another fossil fuel?"

_

a small sample of the oil with-a match, heat a piece of coal with a burner,
strate a bunsedburner or gas burner in the cfeteria.'. _

d
A "How- w e these- .three faSsil fuels -made ?" Choose from any or all of the following-.

_

to- investigate heir origin, .

. Show m "es, filmstrips; andior transparencies; if-available..
2. Assiffli ams to do research-,in encyclopedias,- books, or pamphlets.

Endburag- drawings with captions and simple presentation .of fmdings. Summarize
rtan points.

3. -Obtain e copies of "The History of Naturajl Gas," a comrc-book format ;

presentati. ri. Assign reading pails to various students and have them read orally, like
4 play. At --t-conclusion, discuss briefly and list the important points. Perhaps
students could make an illustrated timeline of the signifidant events _with. each
student cOntributing a captioned thawing.

Obtain free codes of `Micky' Mouse and Goofy ,Txj)lore Energy, " a comic-book
format. Use as inl#3 above.

Show sarnples of fossils,. especiall- fossil prints i f plants and shells, if available.

*"The History Of -Natural Gas," available Irani- Educational Se ices, itrnerican Gas Association;
151,5 Willson Blvd., Arlington, VA_ 2220.1.

*"Micky Monse and Goofy -Explore Energy," available from Walt Disney Educational Media
CoMpany; 500 South Buena Vista-St.,-Burbank; CA 91521
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Grade Level:

Disciplines

Objectives!

Social tudies, Language Arts

The students -will
The Students will
The student will e

Suggested Time:

Materials Needed:

gy anctidenfify six such_ sources.
of the six ininiary. energy sources.

o a primary enemy source.

efine prigiary sourceS of en
entify several uses of eac
plain why electricity is

One of two_class

Sam es and /o picture
coal, and urarn

Teacher Notes:

oos

o ary energy sources {woad, oil nafura 1 gas, falling water,
_ _tivity sheets a ollow

Throughout -huni histo
resources t work -or
ater7on:-that -of anima

resources by us g_the
began to use.- energy of :coal, the first fossil fuel to be discovered. Later came the use

ural gas In this century, we have begun to tap nuclear energy. We are also
'looking do ly a other energy Sourcessuch as solar, geotliennal, and coal gasifitationin
an- attemp to p oxide sufficient energy while living comOatably our environment:

1

ple have relied on an increasing number of energy
ri .nally_people relied only on their own muscle power, and

o their-work: FThen they -sought-to-ekpand -their energy
y in wood, water, and the wind. In the 18th century, people

Primary sources f energy are those;materials from which energy can be directly'released
and us d immedi tely. They are naturally available for use on the earth. They include the

)
fossil uels (coal, peat, oil, oil shale, natural gas, and tar sa ds), non fossil fuels (uranium,
hyd gen), solar nergy in its variousforms (radiant ene y,' wind, wood), geothermal
energy, and fal g . water (hydropower). MI fossil ttels and nuclear fuels are
Nfin-renqwable: once they are used, they are gone. Solar, falling yater, wood, Nfend, and
'gothermal 94}rgy renewable sources of energy.

The primary so ces of energy are used to heat our uildings, move vehicles, run
factories, and gen rate electric power. Moreover, they are important in the manufacture -
of many material such as dyes, mediCines, detergents, plstics, and coke for the steel

aindustry.

Electricity is a se ondary energy source, since some prtinary source must be .used to
produce it

Teaching Suggestions:

Display samples or pictures of wood; oil, natural gas, falling water, coal, and uranium.
Ask "Where ,bid these atme from? What connection might they have with energy? How
6uld we get -enemy fitim these imniediathly? Siiice we -get energy directly- frOrn
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these; what kind of, energy sources might we call them? (You might n supply the
word prirnaTy Using student suggestions, make a list on the board of som uses of each--
of these- priiniry energy sources.

DUPlicate for each student a copy 9f "Primary Energy Sources," or make a transparency.
Discuss the connections between the.primary energy sources and their Try to have
students discoirer why electricity is not a primary source, but rather a secondary source of
energy. Discus the questions under the diagram.

Duplicate cop i's of "Where we get our Energy, How we Use it
and discuss.' A ompletecl sheet is included.

Have studenti-complete
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-_ action

cooking runeirrg heating- = running,
-,Outdoors, locomotives , s homes, fac- cats, true

:places 1. Jades, of- .:bu
fices- .plapes

resource for\
manUfactur7,
in,g:pfpd-

;\-=- uctsy_

ighting
houses- and
other buildr-
ings 7

The-diagram above shows six primaly sources of energy. LinesoconnectAchPrimamcnergy source
Jto the Mostimportant_workit_does,_Which_piergy_ source is seldom used-today7Whft_two do not

involve bUining to produce power? Which odes are Wed to make electricity?
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31%,TranS-
portation

-
-40% _.
Industry, ,

.1

Iesi
dential -18%

-Com

30% . 46% Oil
Nalutal'GaS

GRAPH

;Graph 'A divides our effigy -use into four
,,,groups. In what -group no we use the most
'penergy?

second?_
1"-Iri:what 'ways-.do you use energy, In each of
IliesOwo bro6p0Whatgroup(s) gives you the
most :Opportunity to cut down on yOur energy
consumption

GRAPH B7_

Which, groups` use energy when you do each of
_theJollowing.-_Check the box..or boxes in the
AppripPriate columns.

(The fact one i done for yoU.)

BGraph shows five primary sources or
energy.- TheSe five= sources supply.
AmefitanS with most of their' - energy

= -;_needs._-_They_lightland_heat,the_build
ingt rn Which we live, Work. and play.
They fuel our vehicles. They-run the
machines that work for us and man-

=

ufacture and process the goods' we use
and the foods we eat Look at Graph B
and answer these qUestions.

1, Take a hot bath
'Drive a_himburge
stand

3. fly in an airplane
_4. 'Switch _on air-_

conditioning
5., Buy a new 15aseball

6. Ride a school bus
7. Blow dry your hair

of home
8. Buy a frozen pizza
9. Ride a motor-bike

10. Ma ufacture a
m or-bike

1. _What energy source do we use
most?

2. Which do. we use mostly for heating
our homes?

What energy source provides most
the fuel for our transportation?

4. Which one makes most of our elec-
tricity?

5. What is, a possible reason why we
use so little hydroelectric energy?

6. Why ielectricity not shown on this
Chart?



4%-
_Hydroelectric

L

Graph -s div O r-'=s ou energy use into four
groups:-An what Loup do we use the most
energy7i,

---,- _' -s- What ranks se
In what ways do you use energy in each of- s

these two\groups? What group(s)gives you the*-
r t- to strO p p :rtun'ty to cut down,onyour, energy__

---dorigump on? _

----

WhiCh gro ps use energy when you do each` of
---the followi Check the box or boxes in the

appropriat .eolunins:

(The first q e is done for you.

Graph B shows five primary sources of
-energy. These five sources supply
Americans With most -of their energy

_neteds.-_They, light-and_ heat_the
ings in which we live. work, and play.
They fuel our vehicles. They run the
machines that work for us. and man-
ufaciCire and process the goods we use
and the foods we eat. Look at Graph B
and answer these questions.

1. What energy source do we use
most?

2. Which do we useThostly for heating-
our homes?

1. Take a hot ba
2.- Drive to a haM urger

stand;
3, Fly in an airpla
4. Switch on,,air-

conditioning
5. Buy a new base

6. Ride a School by-
7. Blow dry your ha

A attone
41"--Buy-a-frozen-plza
9. Ride a motor-bike

10. Manufacture a
motor-bike

3. What .energy source provides Most
of the fuel for ow transportation?

4. Which one makes nos
tricity?

0 our elec-

6 What is -a possible reason why we
use so little hydroelectric energy?

n on this

.'-
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Grade Level: = 6

iscplites Social-Studies,-Language,A s

Objectives:

The students-will research-and report on theformationrextrac
the three major fossil fuels.

Suggested Time:. Two to three ,weekR

Materials Needed:

Encyclopedias, science pamphlets, and periodicalspamphlets,
_

on, and use of

' --Teacher Suggestions

Divide the class into three 'groups.- Have each grOup research one of
fuels=-coal, natural gas, or oil. -The students within each group Might divid
sections and have each student research one section. Have 'students rep
research, making up. a booklet from the varidus groups and /or reporting
class. Encourage' charts, pictures, and other ilinstrations.

Other Activities:

106

hree fossil
r topic Vito
rt on their
rally- to the

Build oil derricks with straws and/or toothpicks.
Collect and display pictures relating to the three fossil fuels.
Visit i ffghway 'cut to observe layers of-various deposits in order to discuss
apd fcksil fuels were formed. - -0
Prepare reports which tell advantages and disadiantages of each of the fossil fuel's.
Invite' resouice people to visit with -your class Make a display of products m'ade from .

fossil fuels,

ow fossils





_ _
Grade Level:

.

Discipline:

Objective: -

6

Science

The student will demonStrate the production and effects of static electric.ity using different
OF of non-Conducting s=ubstances, f

. ,

Suggested Time = One class period

aferials

oinbrw
paper, two

Teacher Notes:

0
--hard- rubber, glass-rod e of gi ss ;-Pieces of

For a discussion oPstatic electricity, see page-44 of Penrivlycini.a.'s Tnergy Curricidittm
= the Middle Grades available from the Pennsylvania Departinent

I

Atn spheric -.;,- conditions are very impOrtant in successfully demonstrating static .

electricity. It_Works best on a day with_low humidity; On a humid day, the-Water irapthr in
the air- will enable the charge to leak away- rapidly, returning the objecdtto a neutral

._.
charge.

In these dernonstrations,-the following will occur :. The comb Will' attract 'elctrons from
the hair and wool, giving the comb an excess of electrons or overall negative charge, and

_

leaving the hair and wool with fewer &leen-Ongor overall positive Charge. the silk Will
-become positively -charged-when rubbed on the - piece -of bard rubber, and negatively.
charged when rubbed on theglass rod. Note that 1a substance does of always have the
same charge. The silk becomes positive in the first instance and neative in the second
instance'..lt depends on the nature of the two materials which are rubbed together. In the -

other two activities, the loon will stick to the wall and the pieces of paper will jump
about due to static elect y:

- Teaching Suggestions:

Demonstrate static electricty:by:
having studentkeornb their hair or rub a plastic comb on ,a wool sleeve
having student rub a piecepf silk with any sort of hard rubber

material
having students rub a piece of silk with a glass rod
having students hold tissue paper against the blackboard and nib

it rapidly with a silk cloth
rubbing a filled b-aloon in student's: hair and observing the results

when the baloon is!placed. against the-wall- This will-work
only when hair is clean and dry, not oily.

using a piece of glass, two books, and some scraps of paper and
a silk cloth. Lay the two books on the table about 4 inches apirt. Place pieces of paper

. underneath a skeet of glass resting on the two books, Rub ,the glass with the silk' cloth.
Watch what'happens. Do this in the 'dark if possible. '



Grade Leve

. .

, The Student -will producer and detect an:electric u e from .a simple wet cell using readily
,

available materials.. -: .

- --
Suggested Time One class period

Materials Needed: ,

-01

emon, fe, copper rip (Or ccipper, penny), zinc strip (from old dry cell or zinc coated
. _. _

washer), galvanometer (commercially made or home-made-instructions follow), piece of
connecting wired, copper stri p.

Teaching Suggestions;

P

This experiment- will- de_ monstrate hOW to create electricity= from a lentOn, Fi
leinon"on the -table, pushing_N it with -you hand to break up some,,of the tissue Inside.
Cut twd.slits an inch in length in the skin of the lemon. PusEr the strips of zinc and copper
into the Slits, making =sure -they do not touch. Connect a wife. from the- copper strip
to the terminal of a ,gariranometer and a wire from the zinc strip to the terminal:.
Watch the meter. Describe what happens and why. Fbr best results, it will be necessaP
for you to clean the rnetal strips with s'teel wool or fine sand paPer. Make -sure that there
are no loose connections.

If .a commereially -made galvanoineter is not available, you cap make one as followt : get a
boy -scout compass and a`4 -foot. piece of-thin instilated', wire: Wrap' the insulated -wire
around the N-S vas of the compass, leaving the ends of the wire stripped of the insulation
for an electrical attchmint. ConneCf'the lemon wet cell or a dry cell to the coil and
observe the compass needle.- Current passing through the wire should .cause the needle,
which had been point orth, to shift toward the E-W dfAction. current passing
through the wire creates a magnetic field stronger than the earth's magnetic field, and the
needle shifts. .4_ more sensitive galVanometer can be made by building a little wooden.
frame jusilargeenaughltd-hold- the compass. Place the compass in the tightly fitled-frame
and then wind abait 20 turns of bell wire over the frame, making sure to orient the
ceiiipas so tha the needle pdh.fting toward the north is hidden .by the wire.Connect as
before,-

In general, an electric current can be produced from any two different metalsimitersed- r,=
in.an electrolyte. The amount of current flow or voltage is determined ptimarily by the
choice of metals used in producing the current.
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Grade 4

Diseipline: Science

Objective:

-The -student will build a generator:coiisisting of a..-Par
to derrionstratehe production of 'electricity.

, - r t

Mailing tube, copper bell wire,

Teacher Suggestions:
/ - -

_..

Wind about 50 to 100 turns of wire around the hollow tube. Connect the ends of this
wire to the two posts 5if 'a kalvanometer. Rush the bar magnet completely through the
hollow tube and observe the galvanometer. Reverse the 'direction, of the throu
the tube and observe again. Also try moving the magnet tiack and forth rapidly within the

- - - tub-e-and---obe--the. meter. In ths,demonstratioh, as the magnet is, moved in and out of. ,

- the coil, -magnetic lines of force are broken and a current is set up in the coil,. This can be _
observedon the: galvanometer.

1 1



Grade Level: 5 6-

Discipline: Science

Objective:

The sttldent will build and demonstrate

Suggested Ting- 2 class periods

Materials Needed:

romagnet

2 inch bolt with nut (or nail it nut available) 2 washer, 101 of insulated bell
wire, two dry cells or one large d cell, small objects, both metal and non metal

Teacher Notes:

A bar of iJun placed In a k.Ul tiltWig,11 Whb..II al.,tel.l la 114,..W1146 I,.
this way, it is possible to make electromagnets, which ale extremely useful in converting
electrical energy into nieLhanical energy, beiflg d major component of electric niofois It
will become evident that an elecuoinagnet loses its magnetism quickly after the circuit
has been disconnected Only objects 'containing iron and sled will be pi. iced up by
the electromagnet

Slage,c.a likr sta .

Place a washer ..t II, I at t.. ;I. ., 1 1 Eli, 1 14 14 4 boll
not available, a large steel ..ail cat. be used Will,o.ii tilt Yr .sne.J la el's I i it.ulatd
bell wire on the bolt betwee,i the waslie14, lnaltil.g c, rttl n to leave one loJi. of wire
sticking out when you start winding the coil When you have filled th,, boltJo.f I hi
washers with several layers of turns of wile:, lit the wire, again leaving abut,! one fttt,t of
wire. To keep the wire from unwinding 119141 Lilt- bolt, sohie taping can be Julie (
the two ends of wire to two dry cells in series of to a Luger dry ,:ell ..olincLA In SCIIC
means-tofcohnect the negative terminal of one battery with a shott wne to the positive
tcrminal'of the other ) Atta..11 the electiontagnet to the thy cells kPI_ 111/ s.ttnc CEILA,

small nails or paper clips Disc,nincct one wire 11,nn the tiatciy t, Life due still
attak:I.ed What happens? Using the elz,lit,sitagnet po..k up .41101 ,S n 1.14 Ot 114..1 01
steel Try bias., nickel ,t,ppel, and uon nletalll. ltit ttrial

I A, I

tit ;igtik It C.

i......i.tt;t1.....ta1 111. .itlit.t... 1 . , . I . . 1 I.. . . t I ,,L 1

11.41111.1C1 4.) t . 111S 1 I £1.111 ...Z.14.:, i 011111611S I. It 4,.41 , ii1L 11 it1 I ii I, . ., 1 e 1 il, Z .111 lied 111 Ill
Cad' Vhlidtt1011
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Put an electromagnet under glass and pour iron filings onto the glass..Observe the
Magnetic lines of force. This experiment works very well on the top of an overhead
projector.

Make miniature electromagnets with large needles as the core.

Research and discuss how electrical energy in electromagnets is converted to mechanical
.energy and often sound energy, as in buzzers.

Build a simple electric motor or telegtaph, fluting the liSe Ut the ktiuiiiugiiet



Grade,Level: 5, 6

Disciplines, Science, Social Studies

Objectives:

The student will identify prirrrary sources of energy thal Lan be converted` to elc_-etrieul energy
The, student will identify other forms of energy that can be produced from electrical rgy,

Sug,ges Firne and Materials Needed. Di; ,./14 4/L,t145.11L3

few:tic* Nutc

CC

hyd,,,electric pi..nts also n; U} otn,.cs igy
JIcintLal gcuincrinal cneigy. bt..1.1/11 ...11C.gY 111111 111-Lti LULA utigy

ott;t6y ...di bell, 11. .1 actg. ) c114.- ;) 1,61.,:,) Ilk: =-4i,t,
) /SI I.a1.613L6 a Lau

n
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11 111.61 . 4151 411
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t 151
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Connect an electric motor (or an electrid clock, which contains motor) to a sockei
observe how electrical energy is converted to mechanical-energy, ith a certain amount of
peat energy (feel motor) and sound energy (listen to hum).

Turn on a radio and discuss the various forms 'of conversion of energy that occur
beginning with the -und initially createdat the -radio station. Do the same with a ry set.
Trace the energy no n the blackboard.



Grade Level:,

Discipline: Social Studies

Objective:

The student will invcsti atc tlic major suurLcs 1,,,t1 cliclgy toddy

Materials Needed.

EnLyk,lopcdids, paniptilets s ience tiooka 1%.,L I.

feachel t,tes.

In light of 1. .g..,
fuels (coal oil, and ndtural a ii lite Al joi Limo, Liddy
with e sinalict percentage being genc.idt,..1 by 11114,,h, 1lOWL:1

I C4-4,.,11G b. I

it)
Rcp.f... 1.3 liliptioLt;J llli 5A1111.), 114i,ild



Grade Level: 4-6

Discipline:' P Science
,o[IR

Objective:

The student will observe the use of steam to twit a pinwheel, and relate
of electricity.

Suggested TLme, One to two class periods

laterlaLS Needed.

he cncratlutt

RAJ inl watet 2Do 4.81 I.y,ex flask 011,11,41._ A.L.A.44,4144 444g 44144., 444441A4b

(1/2 inetci), medicine droppei, pinwheel, bidisen butilei of hotpt.rte,gananottictL;A. and
small powerful magnet it available

444.411C4k Sul
rut about 10o
stopper, pot. a 1C... u1 glala..1

.4_444 . II . 1 I 44 41

4.4_ t.t L te 1uce4 i 1,41 1

the glas.s Allat h the glaa.s niedi,..ic diuppc. In the o.144.1 4.4.1 144 swell a
W43. as t./ undl le ltte dioiapct cad to t)( co.poscd Heat the wdo.:1 in the 11,,A Lu 1,011111\6

( At) f ION Do not neat the ndais too .apidly 1L you p411,1L44 -e, se.ni f4ste4 dithi It k,all
escape thio,Lgh the tube, imitt.,:thinb will give. sdle 13 add boiling chips
Whcii enough 51,:d414 14443 L/C.CII geocadtcA thiongli the tip thc tioNc btu poaltion
L15 ..upper 14. soal a way as to spilt th.; pltmwi cl 11161.1a1.; the palt ruboer etibe
y01. ale holaing with paler towel the ,pninittg ot the 1)111A/11eel Slri41414.1cs 'tic at.tion of
1444 t 64.,144.44 411:;.

t4

3 4 4 4 1 1 I 4 4 1' I lid .444AL,18..44 441 41 I .4 I 4. 1

of wo.t aLfaLtit, OD 3 gaivanomett r. his ,v, 4,111 Mt. ,11 L r 111: p.0,, 4, 11 .441

44 I.,441

I.. 1 i 41
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Grade Level: 3-6

Discipline: Science

Objective:

The stud nt hwl.. L..) ._serve demulistralluu (tic tic- Moving wdtci lu gcnciatc

Suggested l'une: One m twu pc". ia

Mdtertals Neeticd.

1 k .1 .. ..
aquadu,as ot cnnuatuie poa.e-1,11 is,agn t itat;11% A to

tut II altudicci to merle k) I Ltic wfat

I , .41Ag8 w m 4A6

Wk.it...11 IS

it.
1.111.3t II. LI L. 1 . » w e 111 R. ,..11 1 i,1

11116111. tit; xdm A« of LI 1. ./



Grade Level: '5, 6

Discipline: Science

The student should be able to make a circuit with wires,dty Lcits and bulb, ica_ognizA; upon
and closed circuits, and arrange bulbs in series and parallel circuits and distinguish betWeen the

Suzggesitd nine &hie

14 cii,1 Nccd

y ) 1...11 k ) 11..1.10.9

I 4,611,;.

.1A ,1,... 111 .j1 1., .41 . .... ..1.3 441 . 3 ..,/..
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When an air gal, or s'oitA, u. her /1 )Ii ....0.,1I114k1llg ,X8111era 1/10\ 01113 1110 ILA II beLl 1110b 411
open ..:irLutt (A sh,,rt. .:.ir.,int is A path tlitutigh which potentially idr ..,1111% SILS call liO,V
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end of bare wire tightl
end to the metal conta
and battery and ask th
wires have to be connec
Discuss the concept of a
battery, through the but
available, you might give
inside the bulb is broken,
bulb in wffich the broken

around the threaded part of the flashlight bulb. Tape the other
at the bottom of the bulb. Then give students the wired bulb.

to make the bulb light up. They should recognize that both
ed separately to the top and bottom terminals'of the battery.
circuit, tracing the path of the electrical current out of the
and back into the battery (If you have a burned out bulb
to a student to see if he/she can discover [hat the alanient

raking the path through the bulb incomplete Be sure to use a
is visible
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Choose.students to make up two teams. Have two or three students per team. Give
each team three bulbs, lengths of wire, and batteries. Have one team connect these
components in a series circuit_ The other team should connect the bulbs in a parallel
circuit as shown in the diagram. Have the students disconnect one of the bulbs from the
series set. "What happens?'" (All the bulbs go out.) Have the students disconnect a bulb
from the parallel set "What happen`?'' (The other bulbs do not go out )



Grade Level: 4-6

Discipline: Science

Objective:

The students will stionlate the genelation and 4,111.1lt14iln.111 4.41 n.)
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Grade Level: 4-6

Discipline: Science

ON &five:

The students will make 8111 clectr

Suggested rune.

Ncc..1cd

quiz board.

llllce class perio11

1.4pc Itolc 1..11 ,..1.11),
L;11%;ui1,(sce. dii1g14111)
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Grade Level: 6

Discipline: Sgience

Objective:

The stUdent will investigate the energy mpg u i cif` household apptiafiLcs

sled I . One class 1.)ca tud

Ne

Activity Master "111,...,L, I na IVI1 ,,A., ,hid,
1116.

I edwit ct Notem

U., ill,. kilt



ERV.

About 25-percent if the 1.1.5, fuel budget goes into the generation of
:_cleCtricitY.,--Electricity _le-called-a secondary,,'pr, intermediate-forM of

eneigji. It must be'rcreated by moving -water (delis- or waterfall's); or
COAL

by burning fossil fdeli-or7iiiiabir.reaction to create steam-in a generator::
6%

Electric' current is formed _ that moves ;along transmission wires to
where-we Can use. it,' Electricity is not a very efficient form of energy;

-'about 2/3 of the gotentiaeiergy *lost from source to user,
To see hoW the use.;rofelecticiik has. increased over two germ- _

eretions (SO years), check the 'applian` ces below that j,cilir family uses
now; then checle which you think your parents used when :they were

and ,whieft' yoiy !grandparents used when they wire children. -

-,(Use of electricity,is **red in kilowatt hours-. ,the-nlimber lof watts GENERATION = *1976

farked on the appliance -x no; of hOurs used each -M 4-onth 1000): _ OF ELECTRICITY figures

UC LEA

16%

. ATURAN,
GAS
15%,

VD FIB
14 %'

ITEM kWh er rrro u ants rand aren

_crowave oven

Blender -
Can Open
Electric Clock
Automatic Coffee e
Toler
SlowWoker
Refrigerator
Vacuurir Cletner
Clothes Washer
-Clothes Dryer

ace Heater
Hee

Color TV
B&WTV.

Record Pia
owe w
IcctriC BI

brie
-Electric Toothbrush
Room Air Conditioner

'Electric F
Electric Furnace

Garage Door Opener

00`_
0

tf you had lived in the year 1900, you would
have used wily on&fourth of the energy you
use. today" the year 2000, youwM use almost
twice as much as you use -today if- :demand
continues at theTlesent rate. What-will happen
is demand increases?

*TVA Power and Edison Electric



bjective:
_

e student will investigate the need for electricity.

ed Tirne: One class period

Materials Needed:

Activity Master "Electricity: Who Needs It?" :that follows

Teacher Notes:

Use the following activity
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Imagine a day- that stirts something:like this. You roll over in
our;bpd,:- open your eyes, and discover that the morning seems

--much- brighter than it usually dokiat the-start-of -yOttr-:4ay. You
chick your- alarm clock, but that _turns out; to be no all.

As stopped ap11:05.-You-knOw that's not right! You juitip-out
bed and bouni'linto the kitchen. The battery-operated cifick on the
wall tells you that you hive only 15 ,minutes to geti-teichooljust
enough time for a quick- slice of toast and a cup of hot instant
chocolate.' -..

Before you go back to your roan to 'get dressed, you pop a
slice of bread into the toaster and turn on the elctric range - to boil
Some Water. When you get back to the kitchen; yoU find that every=.

thing is exactly the- way you left it-the bread is untoasted and the'
water is cold. -

And_that's only the beginning!
Suppose the electricity in your community has been shut off

.

until furthernoticel And suppose everyone in your family is ingood
health _and:_there-:is4derity-oLfood-in-the_house._Aou_shouldn't
have any problems. R .

Well, without electricity how would_ you and your family:

Cook Your food?
----

Wash the disheS?

Open A can?--

Make toast?

e a.cake?

=Store food-in-suminer?

re food in winter?

Wash the clothes? _

Keep warm winter?

Have "our house?

Entertain yourselves?

Get to the 6th floor of a buil

a-weathe report?

Communicate with a friend across town?
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rade

They dent will =trace the transmission of electrical energy from e power plant .to the ,o
consumer: _ -

the

"Generatioh, Transmission, and .stribution of Elec ricity that follows

Teacher Notes:

Use the -following activities



jstilb4tion-of-Eiectrio

130
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npr for Transportation



Grade Level:"-:,

iphne:._ Social Studies

;Objecthres: =_

The students will develop car -use data-for their cdmmuhities

ed Time:- One week

Materials Needed:

Chart for traffic count, bulletin bnard pectsT of the Autorlifestyle survey

Explahi to the students that you want to help them determine how much their fainilies
--and-the-peoplein-the-community-depend-upon-autosSelecrspots in the -conimunity that

are main traffic arteries and assign. teams of three students to each of these, spots. They
are to count all of the vehicles that pass the spot in a half hour interval. The teacher-
should help them choose the best time of day to make the count. The students should
also try to count the people in each vehicle. Include the road leading to the school as one
of your counting spots. Have each team summarize their results on one of the ch

----that follows. Use these discussion questions to analyze the results:

What do your vehicle counts tell you about __transportation in our community ? Conside
number cif-poeple per cit, vehicle type, congestion; and road use.

1. Is transportation a problem in our town?
2. What can be done to reduce car Use in town?

Do you know what a carpool is? Have you ever been in one
What do you think is the best way to get people back and forth from school?
lione location worse for traffic than others in the community? Why?

Make , a bulletin board using the, auto as a central focus. Ask .the students to bring in
pictures of any product or resource connected to the auto. (See diagram "Aspects of the
Anto.") Use the following questions to discuss the good and bad aspects of the auto and

`what it has done for our way of life:

1. How does the bulletin board change your idea of the auto?
2. Do you see anything wrong with one invention having such an influence on our

lives?
What can be done to reduce the use of the auto in our community?.
How could we solve any traffic problems around our school?
What part can you play in changing the impact of the car on the environment?
Desin a plan for our school and completely omit cars and busses, i.e., put in no
parking lots or driveways. Is such a plan practical for our school? Why or why not?
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urvey some- alder people who can remember when cars were much les numerous than
hey -are-now.- Use- the-lifestYle -survey:that follows;Discuss-how these- people's- lifestyles

differed from ours. Then discuss. the -following questions:

f the possessions that we have help to -make up bur lifestyle, how, can- we have a
goadlifestyle and reduce the impact on our environment?

2. Do you know of any ways that you help to damage the environment?

Do you think that person0 possessions are worth more `than= things like natural
. areas, clean water, or clean air?

.

Does a good.lifestyle,rnean a poor environment? Ex'pl

5. Do you think that the adults are taking care of the environment that you will need
for your lifetiine?
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c' "on

COMMUNITY TRAFFIC COUNT-__
- - - - -"

Team Members

Type of Vehicle Total Number ; People (Estimate
if necessary)

Average Number
f People per Vehicle

Auto,
e

Truck

Bus

her,
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Y

How fatback can you remember what-your_lifestyle was like?
i;

--How did you get around then?

Did-1 eople travel lohf d stances on.Vacations to and_ from work, to visit 0,4s1101; to church?,

4. -- rWhat were the roads like?

Did-you have access tcrair travel? .

Are the fOrms of transportation you used still aroun happened to thern?

do-yatirsee-happening or-being-built.mainly-because of-the auto?-- _
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ti tints *ilk-Use-de solve probIerris dealingwith gasoline

Dittd-that follows

Teaching Suggestions:

Introduce the lesson. with 'a brief discussion on the currenLpro-blem of rising sas9line
prices, and the need to conserve gasoline. Discuss the Envirorirkenta Protectkin'Agency
mileage ratings, and how they are meant to help the consumer. ut that they are
only estimates:and actual milage will diffei.-

ShOW students how number of miles drivendiyided by gallons of gasoline used gives miles
tefgalbEn VirbrIc;but several ,examples on the-board, and/or have students -c-orne- to the
beard...and work -out-examples:Yoti can= then assign the ditto sheet that follows. You
miikt Wint_tO,..change the price of- gasolMe on the ditto to.reflect current prices in your
community.



.

Mr. Smith was in the market for a new.cu. -- He was quite concerned with-the increasing ,price
gasoline, so he shopped around to compare the E.P.A. ratings_of various -cars. Mr.r.Smith:figUres that-
he:flrives an average of 12,000 mama year and the unleaded-gai that he i.vou10 4iiVe_tb-Use'coSts
$ r29.9 in his-area. With this information; hijtried to find a,car that he en_loyeol'aiiiieould:ifford to
drive. t

e_;

For the next three questions, assume
prices remain--the same Find,out
for one year.

he E.P.A. ratings. are accurate-, ancV_Jha gasoline
Smith would PaY,for gas to. drive each,of these cars

e first car he looked at Iliad in:E.P.A. rating of 20 m.p.g.
The second car he looked at had an_ E.P.A. rating of 24 m.p.g.
The laktear--"helooked-at= had-an--E-PtA-.--ratirig of 16 m.p.g.
How much. would Mr. Smith be saving each year by bnying the car with the E.P.A. rating
of 24 m.p.g. instead of -the one with-the rating 16fm.131.,. What assumption are you
making that undoubtedly makes thiS.odwieStiiiiate? ,

Assuine that Mr.- Smith bought 'the. oar:with the E.P.A. rating of 24 m.p.g. He decided to,

.

check this figure. The first week he drove 223A miles and -used 9,5 gallons or gas, What
.

was hisactual,mtp.g.?"
6, Using, Mr. Smith's actual m.p.g., what is his driving range if his gas tank holds 14.5 gallbns

of gas?

All the inforniation 'about the m.p.g. of
m.p.g. will-improve oh along trip.

.1-
Smith's car so'far was in city driving. He knows that his

7. Mr Smith decid ,to- heck on a long trip: He'droye 2523 miles and used 7.9
y gallons of gas. What- is his rn p, for tamps?

B. What-is-his-driving-range- when-he-is-on-a--tiip?
. Mr. ,Smith is piarininea trip to_Florida, a driVing distance of about 1200 miles..b e way,

How much will he pay for gas 'ging. his highway m.p.g and assuming gas prices the same
as in his oven area?
About hou; many -times will Mr. Smith have stop
gas, tank on his way, to Florida,?
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The students will inves gate alternate modes of ansportation

Suggested Time: minutes

.Follow the directions on the activity master.



___.THE. REARE._.OTHER-WAY$
TO GET FROM HERE TO THERE

Directions: With your house as the starting point in each case, talk with your family about the way to get
to each destination listed below arid write in the spaces provided (1) the distance in blocks or miles (2)
another way of getting there other than the family car and (3) the time in minutes or hours the other
.methods would take.

SHOPP!Nt CENTER

2

rAkLiNI 1
PLACE OF BUS1

3

YOUR TOWN

You K HOUSE

YOUR SCHOOL

116.2-14/49.

\ ,
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Grade Leve_ 6
--, -

Discipline: Social Studies;lan :age arts

Objective:

The student investigate alternative energy sources

Suggested Time: One class period

Materials Needed:

Activity

Nutes:

but tullow

t't/11,/W 1t.. h1,,,,t441,11,,,43 114, 11v44



LADIES AND GENTLEMEN F. THEPRESS.,.
Announcer:
We interrupt our program to bring you this NRG-TV news special. I.M. Wright, chairperson of the
committee appointed to study possible energy sources for the new school building, is holding a
press conference to announce the foul sources that will be considered and is ready to field questions
from the press corps about the choices.

Wright:
Our committee hes Were(' meny
possibilities, but we've finally narrowed
our choices down to four. Solar.
Geothermal. Windpowei and making

and gas from coal
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INSTANT ANALYSIS SCORECARD
The pressopfercnce. is over. H.R. Baffled, manager of"the local movie theatre, stood up and said, "Whew!

What'd he say? Did anyone write any of that down?" So, now you've got to play Craiter Wonkite and do an "instant
analysis.

Think about what you heard in the press conference. Without looking back at the playlet. try to list asmany
of the important points mentioned about each energy source. Write your answers in the spaces under each energy
source. Once you have finished. you can go back and check your answers with the press conference sheet.

WHAT DID THEY SAY ABOUT. .

SOLAR ENERGY?

1 Where dues it come trout'

How much will it cuss

What ta Ila cttect t_al the cilvholancilt:

-3
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Discipline Science

Objective:

The student will demonstrate wind power by making a pinwheel.

Suggested Time: 30 minutes

Materials Needed:

Paper, scissors, stick {or Oast'
that follows

'll'eacher Notes;

raw or pellet 1_It pin, pinwheel pattem

People have harnessed the wJllli t usc ...41 b)
for ages_ In our own Ameriae west, windmills pumped water, sawed wood, and
generated electricity for half a ?eutury From 1880 to 1930, °ye' a million windmills
genetated electric power in the west. Then anal eleariaCation and ase cif other fuels
began to teplaee thew Now that °Eliot fuels arc so cApestvc modein vvindinills die being
developed

,1 , . 1 111.wilkdS all
northeast sta,es In trio ,e a.eas it acr,ig:s mon:. tti.J. 12 Illllt I Cr I101.41 id is 1 oustant
enough to be of vdhic PractiCa, wind driven po coind gcl.ci tc g,, u, ti, db 20%
of our (.1e,tti,a1 needs Ly the yein 2000
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Gride Level: K-3

Disciplines: Language Arts, Science

Objectives:

The students will recognize that the wind can do useful work,

Suggested Time: One or more class periods

Materials &ded:

Windinill skit that follows Read thloitsit Asti and 6 1,,,A

appropriate

e....etan6 suyse.6th

11 weattlet pcillitt . A.., .A. ,1",1
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WINDMILL SKIT

This skit opens with one of the characters hearing a poem about the wind; saying. "That
reminds me of a story I used to know, about the windmill named Louise". He/she comes around to
the front of the stage and begins to read the story from a book, as the actors pantomine it

Once there was a windmill named Louise, (Windmill, which is two actresses or actors standing
one behind the other with arms extended as the windmill blades, comes forward and curtesys, then
moves back again.) She lived on a farm in .Pennsylvania and the North wind blew strongly there and
the windmill moved and produced power for the farm

(Enter Jed and EIS wife Ellie)

W.;11, Effik 1,111 heic W111d b
electiloty 11 t the farm

Inb

We have SLJAII., ,1 tin
((lacing) Buy, she'll be beautiful up 411 that hill! (1,litnus4asti)
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seem to notice that day either (two men enter, wearing hard hats if possible)
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Louise had a sad face as her blades were locked for good. To be honest, she became bored.
(Windmill yawns) The days were much longer now. Louise wanted to feel the wind spinning her
blades. She began to look shabby. She moaned on stormy nights and, if you listenedslosely, (but
nobody ever did) you could hear her softly weeping. (One of the back arms of the windmill reaches
around and pulls a handkerchief out of the pocket of the front actor and holds it up to the front
actor's nose: she/he blows loudly)

One wind day, Louise overhears Jed and Ellie in the garden (Windmill puts blade to ear n
listening stance). Jed sounded mad.

Jed That blasted weather, Ellie - -look at the land can't grow a thing on it, in this dry spell
There's not going to be much of a cash crop this ye4r, (He takes a bill from his pocket,
slaps it into his hand). And loot a this bill for our power Nu matte' how we cut back on
electricity, the bill just gets b gget and bigger!

C
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fed: You're let's give it a try.

So. Louise went back to work. (Jed and Ellie go through the pantomine of fixing up the
windmill, an tting e blades'to_tum again - They put it on a big tower and change the blades to
curve dow and) It w a cularly windy summer and she generated all the electricty for for
farm. Not o y that, Jed and Ellie decided to btiild another windmill to help them pump water..The
crop was save ! (Back part of the windmill steps out and stands next to the front part, blades still
turning)

Ellie: Just think, Jed, a two windmill family!

(All Soul loin arms and sing the Wilidlliill Song)

Song
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Grade Level: 14

Discipline: Science, Art

Objective:

The will illfistrate demonstrat6"the use of "wind energy.

Suggested Time:

materials Necded.

As needed

1,14114.141g 14.11 A. A.111.01, A ,,,4,114, II .
of wood Sd11a of 410th plaAi, wbe,;13 lidrovvaic.

I c Suggesttuas
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,
Objeo --e

The student will make a Model of how winds are caused on earth.

Suggested Time: 20-30 minutes
_

Materiaii'Needed:

'Cardboard or wooden' box; pane of gluss or clear plastic to
:box, 2-larnp ehimneys or cardboard tubes, candle-

Teaching Suggestions

f C.

over the largest side'of the

Cut out the largest side of the box-and cover it with the clear. material. Cut two holes in
the long aide of the box. Secure the tubes or clumneys -over the holes. Place a short
candle under one of the openings.' Light the candle:Observe what happens. Trace the air
currents by holding a smoking paper over the chimney without the candle.

_The_candle_represents a-warm region-of-the earth's surface:The smoke goes into-the-box--
through the hole where there is no candle, and then back out of the box through the hole
where the candle is This happens because the warm air is lighter than the cold ari and is
being pushed up by the-cOld air. _
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Objective:

The student will demonstrate how sunlight produce high temperatures.

Su ested Time: One class period

thermometer,
paper, clo h, plastic sheet, rubber)

reflector, different kinds of materials (wood,

-
Using a magnifying glass, direct the sun's rays _on different materials and observe,

,
(CAUTION: Beware of flames. It is best to do this outd6ors.)

Using the magnifying glass,, focus a beam of light on the end of a thermometer and note
the sudden rise in temperature.

_Rut 'a thermometer- through the hole in a flashlight reflector. Place the bulb of the
thermometer so that the sun's rays are focused . on it Observe what happens to the
thermometer readings over a period oftime. Record'ilndings on a chart._
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Science

Objective:

The student will demonstrate the effect of color on the

Suggested Time: 45 minutes

Materials Need

apping of solar energ

6 test tubes with one-hole stoppers, 6 -thermometers,- Water, sheets.of_black, blue, red;
ite, and green colored paper; aluminum foil

Teaching Suggestion

Fill each test tube with Water, stopper, and insert a thermometer into each tube throu
the hole in the- stopper. Record the initial_temperature of the- water on a chart. Behind
each test tube,- place one of the sheets of colored paper and the alum um: foil. Place the
test tubes indirect sunlight._ After five minutes of sunlight, read the-temperatures again

_ _ and record. Repeat this procedure at intervals for about 30 minutes. What can be said
about the color background-and-temperathrediange? .

Repeat- the experiment, this, time wrapping each tube completely in colored paper and
one in =aluminum foil. Are tltere.any differences observable between the two sets of data?
Try to explain the differences, if any

modification of this system could be the use nf colo d cloth instead of colored paper.

an you see any application of this experiment to the use of -solar energy in the home?
Explain.
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rule Scieuce

Objectiie:

The student will built:la solar flector

Suggested Time: . One class period

Materials Needed:

Old umbrella or similar shape, aluminum kill, beaker of water, thermometer Van
protective gloves

= _

Teaclu Su estions:

Remove 'the handle of the umbrella and lie the _inside carefully with foil. Focus the sun's
rays with the umbrella on the = beaker -of water, Hold the-beaker with tongs or protective
gloves. R_ ebord the initial temperature of the water and the temperature after five
minutes. Compare results. Guide the students into a -discussibn of the potential use of
solar energy 'to produce steam to run turbfries, to heat- homesi and to cook foOd.

.

turbines, _ _

CAUTION: do not let eyes get close to focal point. ..-
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The student -will construct a workable model of a liquid type flat plate collector.

Suggested Time: 24 class periOds

eriaLs Needed:

See worksheet that follows

Teaching Suggestions:

Use the student worksheet that follows to have teams of students construct a solar
collector. An information sheet on solar collectorss also included.

1 61



Constructing a liquid Type Flat Place Collector

Oblgetive to construct a workable model of, a liquid type flat place collector.

Mdterials:- cardboard boxi&M 00 centimeters long and 30-60 centimeters wide, a funnel; two
plastic jugs, some plastic tu6ing, plastic or diet tape, a thermometer, some cheap plastic, and some
extra cardboard or styrofoam.

Procedure:

Cut the box down until it has a depth of fro in 10-15 centimeters.

Pierce holes in-the opposite ends of the box as shown

Inkert -the plastic- tubing into the box as indicated by the` diagram. It may be necessary to
attach tubing to the bottovi of the box.

Cover the collector with cheap, transparent platics and tape in= place to insure a tight seal.
The transparent cover is called gla.zing. A second= layer of plastic should be added but apply

---in-such-a-way-as- to-provide an-air space-between the layers. _

The sides and bottom should be insulated by adding anOuther layer of cardboard or styrofoam.
Be sure all cracks are sealed. The sides can be cut so they are a little high and this will provide
a raised edge for application of the second layer of plastic (glazing).

A funnel can be attached to aid in circulating water through the system or a plastic jug with
a hole in the bottom can be attached.

Another plastic jog can be attached at the other end to catch the heaWd water. The thermo-
meter can-be used-to-measure the increase in temperature.

The jug can be insulated to aid in
like those in solar homes)

intaining the temperature (becomes,a storage tank much

9. A return tube can be added to permit recirculating of the water if a small pump is available.

10. The- collector works best facing the sun and tilted at about a 55U angle °latitude plus 15°).

Funnel or
plastic jug here

162
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er -20 = of Permsylvania'S = energy
ta- consumed for space heating,' hot
water heating_ , and air conditioning.-
Solar energy is well `suitedrtc.i0i-ovide
part of ',thelovi temperature heat
these tdslcs 'require, and the' tech-

-nology for utilizing -this energy
advancing_ rapidly. Solar energy

has .,, potential ' = significantly
: reduce Penniylvania's fuel consurn
tion in the future if barriers . to its,
use can be overcome.

___The_biggest obstacle at_present_is R
price. Solar energy sYstemS are more SPACE
expensive- than conventional ones
(oil, gas, or electric). Moreover, a
conventional backup heating system
is still a necessity in the northern

__states such_ as Pa... because a= typical
solar- energy system cannot supply
total heating requirements during
the winter months. INSULATION

The -two basic components of a simple home
system are solar energy,- collector panels and an
energy storage device which stores heat for use at
night or during bad weather when sunshine is not
availableThe -roof-mounted- collector-paneli-usually=
contain black metal plates that absorb the sun's
radiant energy, to heat fluid circulating through them.
The heated fluid then flbws to the energy storage
device where it gives up its heat before returning to the collector panels ceive more energy..
Solar systems. can convert abont-50% of the sun's radiant energy into heat.

BLACK
SURFACE

PIPES

In solar hot water heaters, the water itself can serve as the circulating fluid and a well-insulated
tank holds the heated water until it is needed. In space heating systems, air, or more often water

reated with anti-freeze if necessary) is used as.a circulating fluid. Large tanks of water, huge
bins of rocks or pebbles, or tanks of special meltable- salts have been used to store heat energy for.,
solar space heating systems,

REMEMBER: Many of out conventional energy resources such as oil, gas, and uranium are not
expected to last through the next century.As these fuel supplies become more difficult and diffi-
cult and expensive to obtain, new sources of energy will become more economical substitutes.

Source: Pa. Energy Primer (non-copyrighted)
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'Objective:

-
Science

I'he st dent mill donitruct a- diorama -house'whichUseithesun'a.warmth for heating

SUggeited Time; 2-4 class periOds

Materials Needed:

.Cardbuard Or ther; materials. for building small houses, small dishes -o
.

thermometers.

ac 0_ :, 4 jk
7On a sunny day, take the class into-a.roorn on the sunny side of the school building Then

_.- =

them into a room on the shaded side. Mk the students if they =could feel any
Ldifference in the air temperature of the two morns. Discuss briefly.

Gnide-theittdents in the planning and buildingiof several -diorama house§ which :=would
utilize the sun's warmth for heating. Encourage the use of different materials and styles...-
Place the completed honses on the window_ledge in a sunny.room, so that the sun's rays --
enter-the houses as much as possible. Record the temperature of the air or of a small dish

. of ,water inakle each holise. After some peri-od of time, clidkd the temperatires again and
record. Disduss possible. reasons for any_differences,in temperaturein the Vffirious houses..
Which his the best design and materials for solar heating?

(Adapted from Energy_and_Scareity:_Environmental_Ed._Instructional-Activities, The
University of the State of NY, Albany, NY.)
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line: Science, Lanuage marts

OWective: .

The students will do research. on various energy alternatives

ute Time:

uteri gds Needed:

ne Week,-

4ncyclopedias, periodicals, hooks, and pamphlets.

Divide tlfe- class into several groups Assign each group one energy alternative and have
them research and repoft to the -'class Include such alternatives as fusion, Solar heating
and copling, solar eleetrical generation, wind power, geothermal power, energy from ,
ocean thermal gradients, bioconversion, and other alternatives ypu or -.thy students-may

-= suggest

1 5
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S iidents' will be able to read their home 'electric Meters. -Students will help their families
._

institute conservation measures and compute the arnouneof electricity saved.
. ,

Su sted Time:

Materials Needed:

Worksheets that follow

Teaching Su

Reproduce the activity on _the next two pages =for each student. This is an excellent
project for studenti to do with their parents' assistance. Share the results at the end of
the week of conservat ion measures: -
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tudent AefivitY:-, = Reading Eleetrie Meters=

On ihe wall of your home you will find an intricate glasS-encloied device, If you are like most
people, you seldoring pay _ any"attentiOn to. it No do- you need to, =for modern electric meters
perform their job so accurately and reliably that you need never-to troubled. Every month or so, a
man .irom your -electric utility._ company comes to react it, and 'later- you-Fare billed for the exact
amount of electricity used in your "house. 'ThiS4ctiVity is designed to teachyou to read an electric..
meter. so that you. can monitor your family's use= of electricity.

_Through your. .meter's.glass enclosure, you can see a:revolving-aluminum diskland series of
dials and poiriters1Lor digital numbers.- Without.explanati; n, they don't make-much.iense, but they
are:really quite -tirriPlel,The.amait of _electricity you= use -determines .the speed at which the disk
moves. The more 'electricity you use, the faster it turns. Each revolution represents portion of an
electric energy unit _called _A_watt4ionr.:This.watt-hour,,,measurementjs_transfe d_frormthe,-,_dis
through, a series of gears to the digital numbeiSsir pointers on the dials ur a 100-wait-light
bulb burns, it uses- 100 watt -hours of electric energy. Since a watt -hour is such a small unit of
energy;-_ your electric utility company-uses, -unit equal to 1,000 watt-hoursa kilciwatt-hourto
measure the amount of electricity-used.

_
Friction inside the meter is all but elt nted with the use of a magnetic-suspension system

which uses a magnetic field to float the disk and its shaft in air. To help maintain accuracy provided
by the magnetic suspension and other design' featureS, the meter is sealed with filters which keep its
interior free of dust and other contaminants whiCh can cause innaccurate meter registration. Meters
have changed a great deal in the last 20 years. They have had to Television, electric heating, more
lights, freezers, air conditioners, water heaters, And other new- have more than
quadrupled the average -family's consumption of electric Power, Twenty years ago a meter rat_ ed
at 600 watts was enough to meet average household requfrements. Today's meters are capable of
handling,up to 48,000 watts.

Two types of meters are used byelectric companies: digital and dial meters. The gital meter
is read directly from left to right as shorn InFigure 1. Readings on so e.digital meters are obtained
by multiplying by 10, Your local utility will tell you if this is the cas your area.

Figure 1-
Digital Kilowatt-Hour Meter

8,290 kwh

7-= 8,290 kwh

X 10 8,290 kwh

Most meters have four or five dials. (See Figure 2) To read such a meter, stand directly in front
of the dials. Read the dials fromleft to right. Some of the dials move in opposite directions from ,

each other, but regardless of that, always read the smaller figure when the hands are between two
numbers. For instance, in the left_ box of Figure 2, the reading is 4682.

If the hand of the first dial appears to be directly over a number, read the next dial to
determine whether or not the hand has.passed zero. If it hasn't reached zero, use the next lower
number on the first dial. The reading on the dials in the right box should be 4982.
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.

Tlie%figures on the dials-represent kilowatt-ho -which -signify
owing throu -your,meter multiplied by the length-of tired.

Now that you have learned to read your electric meter, you are ready to monitor your family's
use of electricity and see the results of some conservation efforts.

Read your electric meter at home - and record the reading.
,

Read exactli, one week later and record-the reading._-- _

Subtract B from k to determine kilowattchours used dUring
the first week of the experiment.

During the second ,week, encourage your family to conserve
all the electricity possible. At the end of the second week,
again read the meter and record.

Subtract D from B to determine- the kilowatt-hours used-,
the second week of the experiment.

B.

C.

Suhtract E from C to deterniine how
family saved over the previous week.

uch electficity your

ere you successful in Conserving, or did you use more electricity?
If you used more, can you explain why?
W y would someone with an electricity-heated home have to consider the temperature during

e two weeks?
ist all the energy-saving steps you family took.
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n GradeLa-el;

'plines; Social Studies cOnoini s _

Objectives:,

-student will-be ableto calculate -the amount of electrici _ used _in ,the lighting-fixtures in
s/her classroonrand school_building.

The student will estimate how much money his/her school would-be able to save by reducing
the number of lights bki 1/3. _

The studentwill compare/ccMtrast-modern-lighting with colonial Iiihting.
The student will prepare a lighting conservation-plan for his/her SehOol.
The student will apply the principles learned to a home lightini conseikration plan.

Suggested Time; Three 40 minute periods

Materials Needed:

Different kinds of light bulbs:a light meter (if available), work

Teacher Notes:

w.

The folio ing definitions and.tables will help you in this activity:

Incandescent lamp electric bulb which glows with intense heat and light (fdament heated
by current). Called hot likht.. Efficiency inereseirwith increashig
Wattage.

Fluorescent lamp
,

Rtubular electr[Clarnp. Light produced by fluorescnce Of\ phosphors
,_

coating the inside of tube. Called-cool light. Gives 2 1/4 times as
many lumens per watt as incandescent bulbs. Lastl 20 times longer.

Watt A unit of measurement -of electricity

Kilowatt 1000 watts

Lumen ( lm) a measure of light output

Opaque pot transparent

Reflectances surfaces which cast back li ght

172

Foot candle the illumination on one sqUare foot of which is one foot om a
standard candle.
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LIGHTING FOR ENERGY
CONSERVATION

OUTPUT OF VARIOUS TYPES OF LIGHTING

Type of Lighting Lumens/watt

Low Pressure Sodium 100-130
High Pressure Sodium 80-100
Metal Halide 40-80
Fluorescent 40-80
Mercury Vapor 40-60
Incandescent

SUt14..hES I ED LVELb 01- tRAI Lit,fIL_

I dadatix - 10 lux = .9293
1 foot 1 0 /0 klekaltix

assemt)15

ICadl
study Si. note

ScielicC

1.1

1114A,IN & A

i

ik4 I 1I

32

/5

22 20



Walls should be 40-60%

Ceilings should be 70-90%

Floors should be 35-50°J

Silver
Chromium
Aluminum: Polished

Alrak polished
Stainless steel

Clear glass or plaster.

White pault.
White porcelaill Litatlici
White plaster
White terra ...,lid

R E ANCES

90-92%
63-66%
60 -70 %®

75-85%
50-60%

8 WA

/U 9U./A

60-83%
90-92'2,
65'80/

I laV,
with the class 11.e. , t.i, .11

,Mitt

, A A

I.1 14;1

White porcelain enamel
Limestone
Sandstone
Marble
Gray cement
Granite
Brick: red'

light buff
dark buff

Wood light bit di
light oak
dark oak
inallogan,
walnut

A AA.11 .111.1 1.,111

V, lint; 1,ek11it

60-83%
20-40%
20-40%
30-70%
20-25%
20-25%
10-20%
4045%
3540%

35-50%
25 35%
10'15%
0 12%
5-10%

) 90%
50 70%

10.16i.. I

t15 41.1tILI, 1,. e 1.1 I .111 V ; Lght Ill, A A a ! 11,4

Iii Oh 11 111,1111; 111 1.114. 11 .N 1..1.11.INRIL 1l ,L 11/4 .416. .4 II%

11111 i311(1/ity by d1 vcloping Willi 04411 1,7r their twm hon.:s 1/se hie
1?, t/ h 31K 61_51.1,d Id-41 tut 1110 d,.(1 + It,

II, .W1111 ,1 11./1/I 5(._11,

A 1114, 11 14.11. 41C,

I ,ll. 111,15
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t
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I,A1 ,I1

, 111 11,

A IA st 111
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114.1,11
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BRIGHT LIGHT A COLONIAL VIEWPOINT

The first way of lighting the house of Colonial America was by use of Pine-Knots. These were
gathered from the fat pitch-pine which grew in abundance throughout the Colonies. These knots
were referred to as candle wood and were the main source of illumination from New England to
Virgita in the 1600's. When burned, candlewood emitted brihgt light, smoke, and pitchy tar
drippings. Because of this, the candlewood was usually burned on a flat stone in the corner of the
fire place. The pitchy tar that dripped from the pine knots became a valuable trade product of the
colonists.

Until people began to raise do111C5t14 animals .addles vvc.ic selling at moth
dpleCe. As animals wee domesticated frugal tarni wives saved every ounce el tallow Wick. were
spun from hemp, cotton or milkweed Making candles was an autumn task, and a bald one fka the
entuc. winter's stuck ut candies was matte at one tune I w large kettles were placed on the Inc Jild
each was filled with half boiling water, half tallow. At the cooler end of the kitchen, two long poles
were laid across the ba.;ks of two chairs Across these poles were plaued smaller sticks called candle
rods To each candle rod was attaJted b to 8 wicks A iud with its row of wicks was dipped into the
meltcd tallow and then IGtlltncd to IL.: L.141UM Elitz 1,),,l):3 Lat.!, 1.),1 was dipped in hunt ..00ling
between dips Ille andl.,:s grew until atiei abs nit 30 dips they \vele liie

411 1141-1 -1,.6
id a yid,. I% 111C/t bee 1.,01_13 1111/ 1111.: WUA IS Me I1C1

1(1, 11I.le 111, 1I1L1,. 111 1,111,,k1 at g s;,1 11..0 1k.11.116 (1, Ak)

f441,1i1 11,.1t 111, nil 14,441 +.4,1 ..11 ' *11.--.'1'

Iainpd I wii Lied lid a 111114;111i 4,11ii;k1 sp . Lill :11 1 l 11 :11 114 313

Spet 1,11 ,liak .1114 11 is 5,31,1 litdi lilt. L,C 041141443 , till ill ;6. 111,.1 s t111.

light 5th a tailvv ,andi; 131..1 11/i 1 tt III (1111e

.. I, IV% 115.1 11) h..11.1 1 .114111 03 111.11 .1 . I 1 . ,161.

Licit -la.i.ps were tilled with grease 11 Oil, and piece oh a .:,Ittn it.,; LA- /LA rat
11115, t11e ,111 ILL) t, i, h .1rippit,6 E 511111 /1%,) 11 iliC

IA

4611,4 (VI

id t ,. 1 .11.1 Au 11 1 iii 1,- it) IA,.

t I I ti ; st,t I, ti ,I) a... III I.

I .44ilt

it,

44 141L ti CI ; 1 11ie

I)

I, 11 5
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A
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The first practical matches were Congreves invented in England in 1827. Eighty-four of these
matches were sold in a box for twenty-five cents.

Unscramble these words that relate to methods of colonial lighting.

1. nekstoip

neldacs

NIvvk

4

1.4114,,N 11,0

c, Ja111111 y

t

I k ti blank is a .4+

dowo ledna

lowtal

okb

buts tisids

4411 la

(.11,11

v(111, 11 ILL% IL ii LLi , I

.4, I

I, I, 11.,

1 41

1!)11

1pittJ , 1.314!J



BRIGHT LIGHT
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Look around yout It

HOME
"SAVE A WA

PLAN

y save on cluutilLity kocti Jut lighting

In 3patx below I I you! Ideas think V I !

I



"SAVE A WATT
IN MY HOME

(:ciurit the lighting h ttures ill your hoine ur apdittliciii (Nome lalilpg 11x44 Iiluic than mic
fixture).

('01,11i1. tfid 444tiiLot.:4 U1 1it1IL

List tile, IIIaII111c of wat fill ira..lr Litii.) kr Al, 4,. 1. 1,,l..., 1.1t11IL,. I

4 u t.e3i1111a1116 I

)i, ft.
bulo

),1

firkiras.,zJ ai itt,

1;1101Gt.,G1..;':

. at itis,

iiChV (nilb (incandescent) 1nuvitlls :.,3()

1 40w bulb (inLaruiescent) proviilcs 600 liii
1 20w bulb fluorescence provides 4600 nu
1 40w bulb fluorescence provklos 2850

I It

1



"SAYE A WATT"
EN MY HOME

-

10. Chart this information fur a wcd,..

Lighting
fixture



SCHOOL
"SAVE A WATT"

CAMPAIGN

Look around your classroom and your school in general Is electlt. tty being wasted ll1 Elie way
things are lighted? Probably so. In the space below, write down your ideas of as many ways as
possible that energy fur lieiting could be saved Consider in your ideas the different times of the
year and different tunes of day Ls

ut la
A11 61011111)1E; 401-11(.1 1M; that s s .11,1 1,, 1, . it I .Lt a

8 examples youiselt

.111%....1a1 (1111111 . a...IL...!

1

3 t, 111. i t 1111, 1

.ti, )

1,,,1/11!! arlisJ 1.4. 71,1i.ZO
.11 diAti .1.1.1k 1, HAI .0.61,1011

ji Aaal uO
1_; (1 b1.1.1111 ,1;01 (11 twit (1(,)

,3 1 61, a," 1. sh)

4.)



Count how many ligh

SCHOOL
SAVE A WATT WORKSHEET

NAME

es ere in your classroom?

2, How many light bulbs in each fixture?

3 How many light bulrrare in your classroom?

4 out lii antivuilL of watlag4 tyl ea..11 11111 t/ 114.; 1,141

wattage for each fixture.

Estutia e how nialay hums the light tiA tmcs a!4 y11

4. A.11...iliaLllits 1,3 1411 i1

number of waits by tilt; number of hours us-d arl4l 111vi ting

by 1,00u how [natty kilowatt hours do the fix tures Lunt la a dal
tft ti eek
Ili a 1 4`..11

41

.4_ does your

tt of thfights- in yo,..
AO' k114 at ii..)4if5 would you save!

schoc.
my kw t

If a "AI,. la I. .

cost to run ti e ligl. i 111 cur ilassroom

xf I

/4(41 a ;LA

4)11 I

,11 , 11% el
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Grade Level: 1-4

Discipline: Social Studies

Objectives:

Students will suggest ways to save energy givcll dlifciet situations

Suggested Time. as needed

Materials Net J .

31tiiatin,ii Ca, a t(FASJ aaat a af 11.sifa 11,.,1

c,a4.11.ct NUitca.

Llataaa16y alit... La ...a . la , a

with 0,4 ahutit alx pc14..c111 of the vl tit IA 14Z.,,C1 vvoiltr,
ctici6y W.. have enci6y tit ,dast b, 4.a4i3c. it hail tiecii ap and ti.I.idatit
we ths,41611, 1....1ay with flici laplilly es.,dlallll 411,I with pc. now, c.1.o1.01111,
cot-lawns e,1d out lope...lent torcign oil
consorvatio,i Is the Li.capcst. safest, ti ,attest_

we L,c ti.) it aline that
tso4,4 to Lupe ,v Ili. our e,crgy

1.)101-)1V111 Oil a 41100. Le1.111 'iced Lc, . and
.11.1.11.110:. ;C.111116 .0111 11,C of .,CAS) I ht. ,11411 U111.1 III& lratiulls ic ticaigm,d so
that stud nits can think t ritiLally abquL how they and their teinallos and Lzhools can save
4;iicit6y

I.. 1 Ai

Rep
4111, ii... .1i1 ai 14411 la

to savt energy Have sii,j,:ots pa, as s

te 11..1 Laeli ..
11 I . /1,1 IL la, 1.1 Aka.) ;Ilia flaw Lb Ili 1,..1 Ig

III s,iatik,i la comiLy s,1i.og 01111 vil. it 13 A) a clAci.11 ;ALA

ti,611,6 t. aSittALitia I1 II. :a I lint! 1.. 016 (L. 1,a..ki I .A.It I, 3iLC111 1 t.)`.1,1
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DINNER?

Situation Card *I

It is a hot summer day and Mom asks for suggestions for dinner. Would you:,

A. -Pile in the car and drive to a drive-in restaurant
W. Tell Mom you want roast, potatoes, bread.
C. Start the charcoal in the outdoor grill for ha= mburgers_
D. Eat a cold salad.
E. Other...

Situat1011

IN I tiL. DAKIN

6J t/111 , 1 1.. II,. .

befoi-e going to bJd, Would you:

B I.)3c 4 ii.A4hligi1L
C F-01,..gct about icading

(it) to bed
()tilcf

or. I. L I

B I calm to
[tam L., tak A

,

1) I akc .1,11.4 bath ea u day.
h

L1



BRRR!!

Situation Card #5

It is very told outside, the house doesn"
Would you:

ae warm, and your sister s not feeling well.

A. Turn up the thermostat so she doesn't catch a Ltllll
B Put warm clothes and a blanket on het
C Start a fire in the fireplace
D Other

Nil k Aa11,,,11 .A4 a MO

h IL 1.

1. 11 .1 II, II, , 1

B deli Dau p It on A01.11 W111,1tA
111111 LAp Mt: litclaik]Slal
( 103( the: ,1,1,1d1113

1i..116 I. Li. . .tA,1 1, is I 1.

is Use bit; h3 I ti Lilt,

5111..,1

ti ()tilt:A

It 1 kit, 11 II,

1114 III III

1i t d I ,11

t: 11tH ;
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The child in the illustration has a short sleeved shirt olt which indicates
she may be cold: She could put & sweater on instead of turning up the
thermostat.

In the other room the window is open. The draft from the window
will make the furnace work haider and use up more energy. .
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ENERGY ENERGY WASTER?.
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HINTS:

Task lighting is all that is needed boy 0' have proper
.

to study.

uorescence instead caidescent light bulbs would be an added
energy saver.

. . _



ENERGY-. sAvER? ENERGY WASTER?
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HINTS:-

Both ovens ate- in Use and one ha_ s: _e en

the kitchen;
eft open, perhapi to heat

z-

One bUrner is on withbat a pan on it and both panS are boiling over,
without lids_

Much energy can be saved if meals are planned to use as little cooking
area as possible_ Even using small' electricaL appliances instead of a

ige and oven can save energy.

Fitting pans to the right burner, using lids, using correct
to cook Al save energy.

emperature
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Deciding what .You want out -of the refrigerator while keeping the
door open is an energy waster.

Quickly opening_and,closing a refrigerator door as few times as possible_will save energy, as well as help to keep the refrigerator frost-free.
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Dad has = fallen asleep in his favorite chair _while the fire is blazing
and the TV is on.

The open fire (without a screen) is a fire hazard and an energy waster.
Warm Air is 'drawn from the house 1,10. thl chirniney. The furnF.e
works harVer to wain up the cooler air left. -A wood burning stove-
glass doors m front of the fireplace would impmve the energy efficien-
cy of the fireplace. Closing dampers when the fffeplaCe is not in use
will also save ene_

Someone should turn off the TV while Dad sleeps!
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In this illustration, the.. cat is the only one to hear what is being
communicated on the radio and TV.

Radios and TVs should be- tumed off when no one is in the room.
=
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HINT:

This is a typical situation in many homes. Artifical light is used instead,
lef natural light. Blinds should be raised to _take advantage of thefitin:

t, and inside lights edi off.





An overflowing tub wastes hot water,

a large percentage of the energy, used in a. househ
_

heat water)

A quick shdwer maxinjizes energy of ciency.

a



ENERGY SAVER. ENERGY WASTER?
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__The_ classroom is hot. so the windows are open. It would- b_ e b_ etter to
regulate the heat and keep the windows Closed:

204
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1- _, = ,--,..

Since the window is open, this els fa°. may be o bicaus
the sign is .adviding iliernial energy t hea hp,rdoin.



ENERGY SAVER? ,ENERGY WASTER?
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TS:

'These _ children_ thd arm clothes -to -school as -they-should
when the schoOli decided to save energy by turning ilciirn thermostats.

we

Frequent activity period are needed m cooler atmospheres until
lady temperaturs adjust.

----- Hats- and warm socks and shoes a

4)8

import o keep in body heat.

0
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AlthOugh- this tidy-it-doing t s,caii away, --
he could -help save energy by i nkin ;Pap in returriable,-rei finable
containers or aluminum cans which-can if-be--re_cycled;



-ENERGY SAVER? EN-ER GY WASTgRa?



HINTS-

'these-children ,are down-hill- skiing, thy are.-using energy because
of transportation to get to th4 ski area and energy used im ski lifts.

If they rare- cross-country skiing near: home, th0 are saving energy_

SnowmobilerS are using gasoline to power_their vehicles.
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Grade Level: 6

scipline: Science, Social Studies

Objective:

' Students will c;wilpute the amuant ot inuticy [hat one leaky hot watet Iati

Suggested lime.

Mute

Prohl6us .nd Sokutisms..

. .41,4 .1 .1. 4,

'mg t 11j1 ,1110 114Z11 I )1101, L14,;

itictfl 5y3teill

,..41111.4 . I. t 4104 It

111 unc yoai

1..1,1 4,1 1414.;dkif 1.11111,1 1 ; 5111, ?III 11. LI14,

1111.11,1 ilk la about 30 nil
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114111160A _1 ,11b )

1, 144,1 Ili. . 1.
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Questions: Refer to pages 22-2,3 in the booklet Our Energy Problems
and Solutions to answer the following questions,'

How can a leaky water ucet be corrected/repaired?
a.

The hot water heater is the
home.

Hot water intiat flow from
How can the energy releas

Loges!. Luttsltlltet ul cucigy lit Ittc

I lank o(l t,ii.r."111;n1. 144 viA411 Lau, th, n()(1,"._

10ei (tuough the 11liie6

4 Why la Lt Jled CI to Like i shov,er 14,

(You iniglit try the teat on page 23 of the b_)i,k11 t )

UlatitA Wtatt ittiltall.,,cS might it t. 1 .1 1...t I

ict1111,. A .4, 1 41.4

itta 4 11 v13.- Lis, 114.

'elsttis

V41444, ...441..n A44.4.14! 1.

\11..,1 1 1.4.I .1

Lifial. 41.
1 I

t I1 I 1 (7- 4,1, 11 1i77.

11i74.7 1,.111 I 61,L ... I tit ..1 I



Grade Leve 4-6

Disciplines: Social Studies, Home Economics

Objective:

The students will dis VCI- ways lu ]tiVe encigy 111 thclt Itolltcs

Suggested Tints. One class peitud

Ma ials Needed

11}, 1114,41. I s1441 t. 11

Nutter.

#1"1,..., c11i. ,1,, / 13C4 I /1, ,1 ,51

then- autol.whdes Of that tigtire 40 0 ,s use 1 1.1 a..1 ii, Llink11lits,1 tllb

pctLent tot t1C.illttg Watcf 4 cnt lot 4 1,1c-,1,..A11, to 11,16.1411,,Is awl 1

1), cclit fot ht;htIng Mud' 1 that cfl1/4 11()1 etti..b.nth
ut ,,,niipinunt I., a I Ly .c-talit6 ill, icn, IN,... nave 1,
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ACTIVITY MASTER

MY HOME: SAVING OR WASTEFUL

1'
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Grade Level: K nderg ten and special ed (primary)

Disoiplines: ith guage Arts, Science

Objectives:

The students will recoarn and demonstrate ptoper kiwis Llo 111116 to w1-L11 Lk) KL-.L;p

warm or to keep cool.
[he students wilrpra..tiLe\ buitunine,

su./58torcu time zu fit?

11,..tG.11kata 1\1ca.14,41

1116 alla I I416 In 1 l Hit, k.101.14c;.3

lo11414,1 1..m...41,1 I1..,., 1,1 ,

5Vct.ic13 111.0:11:. I It...744

colyred still t ctt, and dLt,ial LlothIng 11 d\

..j i I 3 .14- t. . . .

III the v ii,,c, 141 _ Isci /e um In Ilk), ! i4, )41; i )1 It.. fti li 4 , I

Yv.. di. bizioiL., 1.1.:41 ca t,, I, ..1 ..111 11 ..,.011111(1111:1.!) ..1 ..11 IllbIllei 1,1111 111 .14 t ti ....1_,4.,1,

4.1 lid Lo t1.3C .1.1 c..../11.11(1 )IIG1a atid_1. W.)ating tot: ,,,., L,,:r . 1. thinti , agi i., , .) i... 1)c/dic,

'moi.: L pmf,,rtaule at these t .:roper ttl s Children's metabolism fur. ;rio as beActi- ,..nd can

..1.1.1ttst to (c.11)1),....d1.t1L ..11.1116cs litote ') 111,111 1131,111

llClpz :1 1 11 44141 111 1 )1, +GI y 1 4, L. ]11 , :11111

1.11,)1).. 11.1.111(10iI Akid ik;I 11,161,1(14Jc L11,1 -..1 I,
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Additional Activities:

Use films and songs about the different seasons of the year and the activities associated
with them.
Compose a class poem or play to share with other classes.



Grade Level! K-3

Discipline: Health, Science, Language Arts

Objectives:

The student will Lay the proper color of tA rf1_4, to WC41 lr1 wailll and In 4uld wealii

Suggesticd Tune:

Material) Needed,

1.1_1.11 &I....AA, Ted, and ...AA Ili 1

unifor,nl) sized cubt., watch, clothine catalogues, poste' ?ape% aste, activity rriu.st.a

that follo-ws

I .44, IALAA6

4,8,A, alts 41. .

Lti fa.A. LIA.,l dail% b 11 ;ta Lad , II:, I t1t31 kill Jo 3 Ii is ikii;z1

in term... of the l 011trb of clothes we sholu w4aj f,t the wii,te, and to th;:.. t.,Jnonci?

1.11v1,1, fill, I .1 .,
4,41.alcittc; .d th..; bpi1116 ,(11.11111 ..c., x1(4101. ilavc `.4.11 610 1Ia6c

poster of winter and stna,ner clothes. Is there a noticeabie color elifforence t.eiv.:,;11 the
wintet and aunnimi ...kalics?



WHAT
COLOR ABSORBS THE

/SUN'S HEAT BEST.?

MATERIALS:

White, black, yteci red und
blue construciion paper,
all the same siL
Amer

t toi
ICE C

thl t()1/ 4/t L.14.

01 Luilzdt Al( 11

WhIcl, elt.3

t k ::L; 1111,



OTHER IDEAS TO E-cPLORE:

Would you get th some

results if the puper were
on top or the ice cubes

V1/i) U 111,t1:1c.

out L inure or le

to ail cunditioi, it the

summer th ?



--- Grade Level: 436

Discipline: Social Studies

Object

The students swill examine their priorities fur energy use.

Suggested Tiintz One class period

Mated Needed.

C=hart un electiiciiy us'at6e

cadiei INkLC6.

1,I.,al pia , . .1 . I. .

allth.1111 f Lt i.4111 quality Ut 11;c, It h Whi01
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dcbion. cii

(It
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:4,1. 3 PRI 1,14
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.11
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WA, slv. a tlAL U5
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.monthly kwh used

frying pan __.-

-1150

barbeque:g- _ 1350- -
SandWichirill 1160 ;-
tottserie:- 1400

. oven (electronic 1450
coffee maker , 900
clOc1I--.z i ,2-

ppwer saiy_ , 275 . -1.--
_ .

lawn mower 1500,
sewing machine , 75 '

yactiunt cleaner: -- 800
' hedge' trininK '125
6104 heater,_ ,, 500!
driff 300
furnanbe fan , 250'

-----'260_sOil uni
radio,(tube type) . 50
radio Solid state- 5

(tube type) 11-5
hi -fi Solid state 50
TV. Black &white 200

- color
-7:

room: air-conditioner
(6,000 Bl'u/hr)Q

room Air Condiitioner
(9 006 Fruilir

fan (portable)
hair dryer
heater (portable)
heating pad,

_ -330:

40
1

100
'50

8
1

10
--,6
30

_ 40_

935 60400
400 9000

15
350
500-1500
65

dehumidifier 350
blanket- '180
shaver 15
toothbrush 10
clothes-dryer 4800
iron 1000
clothes washer 500
water heater 4500
carving knife 90
food blender 390
can opener 175;

Lighting (incandescent
table lamp (3 way) 100
dining room fixture (5 amp) 300
single ceiling fixture 60
(flourescent
4/ft single lamp
4/

50 7
00 _15

227



Tile students will solve Energy Conservation Picture Puzzles:
_

'Suggested Time : One class period

Materials Needed:

Puzzles that follow

_Teaching Suggestions:

=

Have students solve the puzz es and make up one of their own as indicated.



,.

reiii,ten pieture,puizles;-each Containing anienergy:Conservation tip. i1 lie
44--- .--=' ._example below shows-how to soliie the puzzles,

A _ --
'2:'_ ---

--, 7 A

SAVE _

Example : You can save energy.
Developed by

Consolidated Edison
_
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ipline:

Objective:

Language Arts, Social Studies

Students will -prePare'a radio_or TV script on energy conservation

Su ested

Materials N d d:

Props for TV commercial, videotape equiprnen; if available

Teaching Suggestions:
.

tt
Have students create a one,thinute radio or TV commercial dealing with some. aspect o
energy Conservation-.;.Fre tav hem present to the-class. if you have
videotape equipment available-, tape the commercials and show then-the class. Discuss
these questionk: How many people does your commercial have to reach to change school
or community attitudes? Who does your commercial have to convince?
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